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CSC concerned with pay increases
Classified Staff Council meeting Monday to discuss pay raises in the president's office
By Kara Hull
MWS EDITOR

Classified Staff Council has
scheduled a meeting Monday
afternoon to discuss the nature
of raises recently awarded to four
classified staff employees in the
University President's Office.
The raises, which became
effective July 1, were given based
on a recommendation from the
Office of Human Resources, creating a new category of "premium pay" on campus without the
knowledge of Council members.
Several other premium pay categories already exist for classified
staff members, including

"professional achievement pay"
which affects 16 classified staff
employees—mainly
within
Facilities Services—and "temporary reassignment pay" which is
currently given 10 nine classified
staff employees.
The review of the four staff salaries was prompted by a request
from University President Sidney
Ribeau, said Rebecca Ferguson,
assistant vice president in the
Office of Human Resources.
"The president contacted me,
which is not abnormal." she said.
"He was under the perception
that his staff's salaries might not
be compeu'tive with other uni-

versities ... especially considering
the high level of sensitive information they handle each year."
The raises were given on a sliding scale of 25 cents to $5 an hour
based on current pay categories
and length of service as a classified staff employee, Ferguson
said. Years of instructional service,
which at least one employee had,
were not considered, she said.
With more than 32 years of
service, the administrative assistant to President Ribeau received
an increase of $5 an hour, add
ing $10,400 to last year's salary of $68,058. An administrative assistant with 17 years at the

University received a S1 an hour
increase, bringing last year's salary of $42,723 up $2,080. Another
assistant, with nine years of service, also received a $1 an hour
raise, bringing a salary of $31,242
up $2,080. One pan-time administrative assistant received a 50
cent per hour raise, which will
add S780 to a $27,440 yearly
salary.
The four raises reflect a total
increase of $15,340 a year. The
classification of the administrative assistant to the President is
being reviewed and may be designated an administrative position, Ferguson said.

During Monday's CSC meeting, Council members will discuss any possible actions or recommendations they could take
against the raises. The raises are a
concern to the group and should
be a concern to others in the
University community, said this
year's Classified Staff Council
Chair Kathleen McBride during
an interview earlier this week.
McBride was hesitant to comment before Monday's meeting
on any possible recommendations the group may make.
"Classified Staff Council is not
in a position to make a comment at this time," she said. "This

situation (raises in the President's
Office) has caused a considerable
amount of confusion and controversy across campus."
Four former chairs of CSC
have been invited to attend
Monday's meeting. The former
chairs are writing a letter to this
year's Council expressing their
feelings on the issue and will
offer several possible recommendations for members, said
Faith Olson, a fiscal officer in the
College of Education and Human
Development and CS('. chair during the 1997-1998 school year.
PRESIDENT , PAGE 2

Students become
focus of elections

BILLIONAIRES FOR BUSH

coordinator for AOK, Spain is one
of the main target areas because
1-Vcry four years, in some way it has the 10th highest percentor another, students become the age of Americans residing inside
its borders.
Ion is in presidential elections.
Bowling Green currently has 31
This year a unique group of
students — those studying students at Alcala de Henares, a
abroad — are being targeted as university near Madrid. This proNovember
draws
gram is one of many
offered through the
near.
"This
is
the
University.
Deanna N'g, a
first
time
Ng heard about
graduate student
the group when
from BGSU currently
American
Diana Kerry spoke at
studying in Spain, is
students
Alcala de Henares last
part of the target in
the new grass roots
have been week. Many students
used die Web site
organization called
reached
and printed off their
Americans Overseas
for Kerry.
with regards absentee ballots after
she spoke. Ng said.
Before
AOK
United
"I think the group
reached Ng she was
has most affected stuundecided on who
States
who are already
she would vote for
elections." dents
supporters of Kerry by
and if she was going
giving them an extra
to vote at all.
JUAREZ MARTINEZ.
push to send in their
AOK was formed
COORDINATOR
absentee ballots," Ng
by Kerry's sister
Diana, with a goal of reaching said. "I think it has changed the
Americans, like Ng, who live minds of some undecided voters
like myself."
abroad.
The goal lor AOK is to get
Their Web site, www.overseasvote2004.com makes it easy for 15.000 Americans who are living
Americans to get absentee ballots in Spain registered to vote.
"This election is going to be
without having to go to the closclose," Hyman said, "In order to
est U.S. Embassy.
According to David Hyman,
communications and strategy
ELECTIONS, PAGE 2
By Carrie Whitaker
E 01T0C-IN- CHIEF

MikeMet2g« BGNem
BILLIONARES: Freshman Michael Dowler particapates in the antics ot "Mr. Warren Profitt" as Billionaires for Bush invaded
Bowling Green State Universities grounds to entertain and also inform about political issues in the upcoming election.

Chinese-American
shares experiences
By Allison Halco
BOWER

Wearing black Levi's, a light
blue dress shirt with the sleeves
rolled back and a shiny crimson and gold tie, Frank Chin
looked casual as he addressed
students and faculty yesterday. Once he began talking
about World War II and the
internment of lapanese
Americans during that time
however, his demeanor
changed to fierce intensity.
Even though Chin himself
is, a Chinese-American, he
shared with University audiences his passion for teaching
about Japanese-Americans
and how their civil rights were

limited during WWII.
After the attack on l^arl
Harbor in 1941, lapaneseAmericans were kept in work
camps in die U.S. The purpose
of these camps was to try to
capture international spies
before they could leave the
country.AccordingtoChin.only
10,000 German -Americans and
10,000 Italian-Americans were
kept in these camps, while
120.313 lapanese-Americans
were held there.
"They captured 120,313
lapanese Americans, but they
didn't catch one spy," Chin
said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com
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Credit card scandal
affects campus bursar
By Zach Herman
SENIOR REPORTER

MikeNetitar BGNem
WWII: Frank Chin discusses his experiences during World War II and
what its effect were on civil rights for many like himself.
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1 Iniversity students are urged to
be careful about disclosing personal information in the wake
of a credit-card scam that falsely
advertises an affiliation with the
Office of the Bursar.
Details of the scam first
emerged last Friday in a letter
to the Bursar's office from the
father of a student targeted by
the scam. According to die correspondence, a recruiter from a
major credit provider posed as
an employee of the Bursar's office
in an attempt to obtain sensitive
data from the student and open
a credit account in her name.
The student reportedly rejected

SUNDAY

Partly
a u
° ^y

High: 79"
Low 52'

the offer but received a card
nonetheless.
The Bursar's office issued
an e-mail alert warning students
of the scam within an hour of
receiving the letter. The alert said
die office has no sales relationship with any credit-card company and advised smdents "to be
cautious about sharing any personal financial information'' with
companies who claim an association with the office. Bursar's
Nancy Colsman then referred
the matter to Thomas Trimboli,
a legal expert who serves as assistant to President Sidney Ribeau.
Colsman reiterated that her
CREDIT. PAGE 2
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Debate team invite brings heavy Bursar warns
competition, much preparation students of fraud
Alday said the wins are part of a
long tradition.
"Forensics team has been
around since 1919," Alday said.
"We went to our first national
tournament 15 yean before the
athletic department went to their
first compel it ion."
The competition, against
Harvard came fifteen years
before the school's men's swim
ming team rose to prominence,
With the University competing Strongly; Alday is happy to see
a large turnout this year for the
team, which has 20 members this
season.
That's up about a fourth from
last year," Alday said. "Each individual counts in the team's competition formal, which includes
events In the subcategories of
interpretation, platform speech
and limited-preparation areas."
"I try to correlate it with women's gymnastics; they each do a

By Patrick Miiynan)
COPY

EDITOR

TlieUniversity'sS|xwh, Forensics
BJVI Debate program will have big-

school company at its Invitational
tomorrow — thebiggesl school in
rjKCounOy.in fact The Ohio State
University will l>c one of the fitteen institutions at thebist annual
Falcon Classic.
The free, day-long event will
abo feature a wide variety of
siiiallci schools. Ihesi' include
Butler, llillsdalc. Matone, Ohio
University ami Eastern Michigan
1 Inivcrsity—which I'nrcnsk saiul
Debate Director Paul Alday says
has one ill the best programs in
the country.
Alday should know; his group
won the championship each ol
the las) threeyearsai Bnal tournaments ol the Collegiate Forensics
Association — one of lour governing bodies under which the
University's team competes,

series of events and those scores
are all averaged for a team standing."
Tony Wise, a senior at the
University and the team's senior
member, hacks up Alday's analogy, saying the variety of events
can pose a challenge.
"The inicipietives and the persuasive arguments go well I'm
[unhappy with] the limited-prep
stuff," Wise said.
Wise thinks high school debate
participants will find the environment familiar, with a few
changes.
"In Ohio, in high school you
only have one event that you do
the entire year," Wise said. "As
opposed to this year — I'm doing
si\ or seven events. That's a little
different" Other than that, you
know, it's kind of the same. You
wake up early and gel home late."
Alday said sometimes the team
doesn't get home at all, with events

Chin discusses internment
CAMPS, FROM PAGE 1

Throughout his speech, Chin
read inavoicethatrangedfrom
hoc lining to singing — excerpts ol
books and poems dealing with the
treatment of Japanese-Americans
during this WWII. Hie works he
read were primarily written by
lapanese authors who were afraid
to speak up any sooner about the
situation Japanese-Americans
were placed in during WWII. Chin
said. During that lime, Japanese
resistance organizations existed
—groups that many people today
are still unaware of.
"its incumbent upon us as
Asian-Americans to understand
these 80-vear-old men who have

been waiting for 60 years to be
thanked for saving their people's
civil rights." Chin said.
Chins speedi was well-received
by his audience.
"lie was vivid and entertaining," Aaron Lane, sophomore,
said 1 le seemed very' knowledgeable." lane attended Chin's presentation with his Introduction to
Asian-American Studies class.
Chin is a nationally recognized
novelist and short story writer.
I lis works include "Donald Duck:
■\ Novel," "Gunga Din Highway"
and "Born in the USA: A Story of
lapanese America, 1889-1947."
"Frank Chin has a large profile in Asian-American literature
and in American literature,"

said Lawrence (bates, assistant
professor of cnglish. Coates was
the individual behind arranging
Chin's visit to the University.
Chin was brought to campus
as part of the College of Arts
and Sciences Reading Series.
His visit was also sponsored by
the Creative Writing Program.
American Culture Studies, OF.D1S,
Ethnic Studies and the Office ol
the Provost.
The co-sponsorship was beneficial to students and faculty,
(bates said.
"We got people to hear our
writer who wouldn't nonnally
come," he said. "1 think it was a
really good tiling all around."

CSC to discuss pay raises
Council to find out what hap- mate" and McBride has done a
pened and rectify1 what occurred "terrific job" in pointing out the
The former chairs, though no) because it did happen without a lack of communication prior to
the raises.
necessarily involved with CSC lot of knowledge to others."
"We are listening very closely
McBride said the group's main
this year, feel they can help, she
concerns are not only the raises and we are taking this very seri
said.
"We don't want to look like we themselves, but also the lack of ously." Ferguson said.
"We understand that this insti
would circumvent the process ... dialogue prior to their impletution does not work well with
but we think we have experience mentation.
The concerns of CSC
mem- out classified staff, administra
to add." she said. "It becomes the
responsibility of Classified Staff bers, Ferguson said, are "legiti- tivc staff and faculty."
PRESIDENT, FROM PAGE 1

HERE'S
THE
SKINNY
Meet
&

Greet
September 28th
8-10 pm
R.S.V.P at 214-1147

DELTA ZETA

GO FALCONS!

BEAT
NIU!
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department has no sponsorship agreement with any
creditor.
"My office does not sell any
credit card," said Colsman.
"There is no association in any
promotional way."
Colsman also outlined simple steps students can take to
limit their vulnerability to the
scam.
Students should never disclose their social security numbers to anyone who claims
to lie an employee of the
Bursar's office.
"We have no need to
ask a student for that."
Colsman said.
She noted that social security
numbers are available in student files accessible by Bursar
employees.
Students who suspect fraud
should also ask for the names
of any solicitors declaring

themselves affiliated with the
Bursar's office and check the
name against the complete list
of Bursar staff found at www.
bgsu.edu/offices/bursar/staff.
Currently, the incident
described in the letter is the
only reported case of fraud, but
Colsman worries the scam may
be far-reaching
"I am concerned how widespread this could be," she said.
Students who believe they
may be victims of the scam are
encouraged to contact either
the Bursar's office or the Office
of Student life.
"If this is pervasive, we want
to ktiow, so we can do some
checking and investigating."
said Wanda Overiand, Dean
of Students. "Even if it's just
one person, we'd like to talk
to them.
"Whether it's one or 500, it
doesn't matter. We don't want
Ifraudulent solicitation] on
campus."

Spinach may help to
power portable source
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOSTON — "Eat your spinach,"
Mom used to say. "It will make
your muscles grow, power your
laptop and recharge your cell
phone..."
OK. So nobody's Mom said
those last two tilings.
But researchers at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Iechnology say they have used
spinach to harness a plant's ability to convert sunlight into energy
for the first time, creating a device
that may one day power laptops,
mobile phones and more.
Photosynthesis, the process by
which plants use light beams for
energy rather than eating food
like animals, lias been known to
scientists for decades.
But attempts to combine the
organic with the electronic had
always failed: Isolate the photosynthetic proteins that capture

the energy from sunlight, and Nanol-etters, a publication of the
they die. Inject die water and salt American (Jiemical Society, then
needed to keep the proteins alive, created a "spinach sandwich."
Why spinach?
and the electronic equipment is
In reality, any number of
destroyed.
That was until Sliuguang Zhang, plants could have been used. But
associate director of MIT's Center the researchers chose spinach
for Biomedical Engineering, dis- because "it is cheap and is easily
covered that protein building available from the grocery store."
blocks called detergent peplides /Jiang said.
The spinach was ground up
could I x' manipulated to keep the
proteins alive up to three weeks and purified to isolate a protein
deep within the spinach cells.
while in contact with electronics.
By shining laser light on a
"Stabilizing tile protein is crucial," said Zhang who collaborat- "spinach sandwich," of varied
ed with researchers from MIT, the materials, researchers were able
University of Tennessee and the to generate a tiny current While
U.S. Naval Research laboratory, one device by itself can't generate
including electrical engineers, much energy, billions of them
nanotcchnology experts and together could produce enough
biologists. "Detergent peplide electricity to power a device.
"It's like a penny," Zhang said.
turned out to be a wonderful
material to keep proteins intact." "One penny is not much use,
The scientists, whose find- but 1 billion pennies is a lot of
ings were first reported by in money."

Overseas students targeted
ELECTIONS, FROM PAGE 1

do as much as [Diana] could
do to help her brother's cause,
she initiated this organization
to reach the 4-7 million
Americans living outside die
United States."
The goal of the group however is two-fold — get people
registered to vote and try to persuade them to vote for Kerry,
Hyman said.
"Once people have requested
their absentee ballot, we explain
why we support Kerry and why
we support his bid for presidency," I lyman said.
The Web site, however, is nonpartisan and so are the group's
intorn union sessions on requesting an absentee ballot.

Susana lu.in v Martinez, coordinator of the Bowling Green
group in Spain, sakl this group
did a good job in getting student's attention.
"This is the first time American
students have been reached with
regards to United States elections," Iii.in-/ Martinez. "I am
not sure students, the majority,
would have registered for voting since they have to make die
effort of taking the train to go to
Madrid and once there, stay in
lite line outside the American
Embassy."
When students abroad go to
the AOK Web site they enter their
American address and it directs
them to the absentee ballot that
is unique to their home state.
"The requirements for Iowa
are different from (he require-

ments in Michigan," Hyman sakl.
"'(The process] can nonnally be
tricky on other Web sites, but our
Web site streamlines the entire
process."
The
Democratic
and
Republican national parties have
Web sites where absentee ballots can be printed, but I lyman
thinks diey are not as easily navigated as AOKs site.
toother part of AOK's goal is
to help American students feel
closer to home, because they do
not get to hear the campaigning
like other students
"I am sure in BG that you cannot walk across campus without
being asked to register to vote,"
I lyman said. "V\fe don't want students who are studying abroad
to be left out of the electoral
process."

GET REAL.
REAL SOLUTIONS FROM PEOPLE WHO LISTEN.
STRAIGHT TALK NO HYPE HONEST
Welcome to Exchange Bank
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Holland
Ptrrysburg
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next spring planned in Missouri
and in Montreal, the site of the
Collegiate Forensics Association
tournament.
The hotel folks like us. We
don't trash the rooms like some of
the teams they host"
Alday said (he first part of this
season is closer to home, with
tomorrow's event followed by a
trip to Otterbein College Oct. 9.
"We travel almost every weekend throughout the school year,"
Alday said. "We're starting out
pretty light on that."
Nonetheless, Alday said, there
are plenty of challenges to staying home.
"Over 150 people are participating, and we have to make
sure that they are in different
rooms over campus, participating against different people
throughout the tournament.
We spend about a day just on
scheduling."

235 Main St. • 419-833-3401
311 N. Main St. • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Ave. • 419-868-1515
610 E. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090 i
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WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT PROMOTES JOB SEARCH
The Women's Center will be holding a session
tomorrow to teach students how to get the most out
of the Career Center/Co-op and Internship Program
on campus. Students will also learn about job search
techniques, past student experiences, and strategies
for effective networking. The session will be from
12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the Women's Center.

CAMPUS
eetalife

Cosby
remarks
debated

■K
W
^^fcH^
^S^BB^^

By Angela L Gorter

MANAGING EOI'OR

Within a two-hour span, members and non-members of the
various multicultural student
organizations on-campus came
together. On the heels of the
50th anniversary of Brown v.
lulie DiFranco BGNews
Board, the Black Student Union
COSBY'S COMMENTS: Panelists Marshall Rose and Richard Anderson
sponsored "The Cosby Debate."
discuss Bill Cosby's recent remarks on the 50th anniversary of Brown
The debate, held yesterday
v. Board. It was sponsored by the Black Student Union.
evening, was in response to
comedian Bill Cosby's comIt is Important each Individu
ments on how the young black — $500 sneakers for what? And
culture has come along since won't spend $200 for Hooked al stressed, to value yourself and
on Phonics," Cosby was quoted your education,
the case's verdict in 1954.
"Set an example," latoyaTalley
Cosby's remarks "have assaying,
"Ihe comments are nothing board member of BSU said
been viewed by some in Mack
America as insensitive and elit- new," Ciilnier said, lie and the "Show (them! what you want to
ist," according to Tavis Smflej other panelists agreed thai ii was get out of life."
Regardless ol the initial com
in his May 26. interview with a matter of responsibility thai
was the main concern under- merits by Cosby. BSU President
Cosby
Sharonda Glover was "ovei
The interview, which was lined in Cosby's comments.
"Taking personal responsibili- whelmed" by the turnout.
shown at the start of the event,
The attendance, she counted
detailed several quotes thai ty — there are certain things that
became the catalysts for a pas- \ou i.iii do everyday to better was nearly 200, sonic ol which
sionate discussion between stu- your life." lames T. lackson, rnul- who had to sit on the stairs ol
dents, faculty and three panel- uuiliiiial advisoi fin the center the room.
"To know that students want
for multicultural and academic
ists.
to do more, really sets the tone
The panelists Included initiatives said
lackson acknowledged the for the rest of the year." she said.
Marshall Rose, director of the
Clover left the event with a
office of Equity and Diversity; various ideas of societal issues
Richard Anderson, associate presented during the discussion, quote from Martin U. Delany. a
professor of psychology and Though felt that it is what a per- black nationalist.
"Until we are determined to
Thomas Cilmer, director of aca- son as an individual can do for
demic Investment for the math themselves and theti communi- change the condition of things
ties, that will improve the quality and raise oursehes above the
and science department.
position in which we are now
"People inarched and were of life for everyone.
Students and faculty mem- prostrated, we must hang our
hit in the lace with racks (0 gel
an education and now we've bers in the audience also heads in sorrow and hide out
got these knuckkheads walk- brought to the table topics such i.ices in shame."
Ibmoreon information I
ing around ... The lower eco- as cultural harriers, stereotypes
nomics people are not holding ot the males in die minority Interview w> m wu wpbs.org /■<»
up their end in tliis deal. These Community and those ol par- BSU info, visit wwiubgsu.edu/
people an' not parenting, [he) ents who do not can' for their stotkniUfe/orgmizations/bsu.
are buying things for their kids children properly.

The calendar of
■ http-V/eve
!ittp: fevents.bgsiLediu

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
"Baggage, or the Residual
Effects of Dreaming"
A collaborative Installation by
the participants of The 2004
Alternative Spring Break: Artist
West Coast Road Trip
I Inkm Galleries
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(*t Out Her Vote
Voter registration and info table
sponsored by the Organization
fin Women's Issues
Union Lobby
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
1IAO Promotion and
Recruitment Table
Union lobby
III a.m. fi p.m.

Poster Sale
UAOs posier sale being held
Monday September 20 through
Friday September 24.1 lours
may vary.
Union Multipurpose Room

BG NEWS

11 i.i.m. 12 p.m.
Ciolden Key International
I lonor Society Info Table
Union lolAiy
II a.m. - 2 p.m.
I ike m Play Basketball? Want to
Meet New People?
Come sign up for basketball
tournament! dames will be
three-on-three, filled with fun,
fellowship, and basketball
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Dodgeball Sign-Up
Sponsored byH20
Union bobby
12:30 p.m.
Women's Professional
Development Series:
"Cooperative Education &
Internship Programs."
Presenter Sue Young,
Cooperative Education &
Internship Programs
Women's Center, lOTHanna Holt

morning causing soggy conditions on the sixth floor.
Studentson thesixih through
11th floors were without water
BRIEFING service
for a substantial part
of the morning while crews
-FOREIGN OBJECT
unplugged the drain. I he probCLOGS DRAIN IN
lem was fixed just before noon.
and fans were used to dry carOFFENHAUERWEST
peted hallway's.
A "foreign object," most likely
According to Teresa Sharp,
let! over from summer reno- director of media relations
vations, plugged a drain in with the Office of Marketing
Oflenhauet West yesterday and Communications, once in

4:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Mid-Autumn Day Celebration
Sponsored by the Chinese
Students and Scholars
Association
Union 202B-Communuy Room
7 p.m.
Movie: Harry Potter3
Free Movie!
Union Theater
8 p.m.
Space I )reams-( )ur Quest to
Explore the Universe
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium $1 donation suggested, lasts approximate!)
1 hour. Planetarium Show is
followed by stargazing in the
Observatory if weather pemiits
BGSU Planetarium-112
Physical Sciences Udt Bltlg.
9:30 p.m.
Movie I fatty Potter 3
I ree Movie!
Union Theater

the drain, the object collected hair as it went down and
then became "wedged" inside
the pipe, la-oblems like these
are typical after heavy building renovations, she said. Over
the summer, the tower received
a new fire alarm system and
some sections also received
new windows.
"This is not uncommon
when doing restoration work,"
she said. "It just didn't cause
any problems until now"

FREE Sept.
Senior
Portraits
29,30 and Oct. 1
Senior *#*&
ta^etv at

1

Union
9atrv-5p^
\

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Please make an appointment at 372-8634, but walk-ins will be accepted!
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OPINION

"We should celebrate our 10-year
presence in the online universe with
a cross-border language."
I VuKilii'Male network director ERIK l!l TTTKMAN.on(icrniany'sslalc-nin
radio star* Hi'- now offenngordine reports and audio clips in Klingon.
lAaukvj)

KIVI KDITOIilAI.

I XKW'VOMKDAIIV \i:\\S

CBS News suffers a big black eye
ens News President Andrew
Heyward and anchorman Dan
Rather on Monday acknowledged
what everyone outside broack as)
headquarters knew for much
ol the last two weeks: The "fiO
Minutes" gotcha thai purported
lo prove George W Hush's mili
tar) malingering never should
have been aired
Messrs. I leyward and Rather,
liually. had no choice hut to
abandon their staunchly defended report because it had long

I he network said Bill Burkett
since been discredited as based
on forged memos. Even so. "deUberatety misled the CBS News
producer working on the report,"
Heyward and Rather still have
and Rather said, "I find we have
not come fully clean will) the
been misled on the key questions
American public.
of how our source for the docuTheir formal statements were
masterpieces of evasion. Neither ments came into possession of
these papers."
look due responsibility for the
While both statements were
blunders that damaged the credundoubtedly true, they were still
ibility of CBS News.
Instead, they blamed an unsta- startlingly incomplete.
News organizations fall victim
ble, disgruntled former National
to fraud. More often than not. it
Guard officer for making palsies
happens when someone fails to
of them.

Liberalism: what an idea

m

CHELSEA
SNYDER

Opinion Columnist

I've been finding myseli
struggling with the "I." word

a lot lately. Some days I just
want to scream it, but mosl ol
the time I'm shy and reserved
about using it, saving it only for
just the right moment with just
die right person. But now. more
than e\c] before, I find myseli
wanting to tell someone, anyone,

the frightening "L" word. Its time
that 1 came clean.
And so, I ;un going lo take a
deep breath, gather what little
self-confidence I have, and
announce it riglu here and now:
1 am a liberal.
I'll pause now for the public
Hogging.
It's not easy being a liberal
— what's more, an open one
— especially i\hen you consider
that I come from a srricdy conservative backwoods corner of
the slate anil spawned from the
loins of notoriously conservative
parents. Since telling my parems of my political orientation.
they've continued lo hope il is
just a phase thai will he outgrown or some rebellious stunt.
What my parents — and most
others — don't realize is thai we
liberals aren't necessarily the
bleeding bean, idealistic hippies
thai we have the reputation as
being. The American Heritage
1 ollrge dictionary defines'liberal" as "favoring proposals for
reform, open to new ideas for
progress, and tolerant of the
ideas and behavior of others;
broadminded."

"Hroadmindecl" is a term
often obscured in American
politics. I'm a liberal, but 1 don't
shun conservatives. Many
liberals, such as Illinois Senate
candidate Barack Obama, are
fighting for the unification of
the left- and right-wingers. Bui
liberals, believe il or not, have
contributed considerably to
American history.
We seem to have forgotten what the urges for reform
and progress have brought. In
the 18!i0's, those crazy liberals
stormed up an idea so outrageous, so oui-of-louch with the
moderate society, so ludicrous,
that it sparked heated political
debates, divided the country,
and even fueled one of the
bloodiest wars in American
history.
That shocking liberal concept?
Emancipation.You know, freeing
the slaves?
11 Nlay's conservative i«>liiics
seem to forget the necessity of
change and progress. Il was not
by conservative, moderate values
thai we became a free country.
Nor was il moderation that
brought us women's suffrage
and equal rigbis. I low soon we
forget that it was audacity and
boldness and taboo that brought
progress to America.
Most of us wouldn't be at this
university with the rights and
liberties we have were il not for
liberal concepts. You wouldn't be
reading this column — it would
have been moderated and censored. 1 wouldn't be here; I'd be
al home cooking up dinner with
a baby on my hip (which is scary,
since I have been banned from
using the oven at home because
I burn tilings).

"Most of us wouldn't
be at this university
with the rights and
liberties we have
were it not for
liberal concepts."
I do believe that just like us
warm fuzzy liberals, conservatives want what is best for our
country. While I think many
conservative ideals are wrong,
their beans are in the right place,
for the most part. Relaying back
lo my reference to equal rights
in the 1850's, giving equal rights
lo blacks was considered lo be
different. Wrong. But we made
progress. We made reform. And
isc now look back to the Civil
Right's movement and realize
what was "different" was actually
racism and bigotry.
Today, gays and olher groups
want rights, and we call this different and wrong. Is this unlike
what we faced nearly 50 years
ago? I listory repeats itself, as we
have seen time and time again.
Do I expect a super hero with a
big "L" on his chest to come flying in and save the day? Come
on, have al least thai much faith
in my sanity.
At the core of liberalism lies
not dose-minded idealism, but
rather, an optimistic hope for
the possibilities. These days,
liberals like myself are practically
shamed into hiding our political
views, or pigeonhole ourselves
into a more politically-friendly
category like "progressivists." Bui
we should hold our heads up
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You see -Wia-I crazy
Doombox btuy go past

YOU DECIDE
Did CBS News made poor
judgment, or are the sources
more to blame? Send an E-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
teeback at www.bgnews.com.

abide by standards established
to protect against being had.
There's now plenty of evidence

you seehiwi+oo?
By Mattel White

onslaught of challenges, including warnings from its own experts
not to rely on the documents.
Rather called those warnings "fair
criticism."
CBS says an independent
panel will review the network's
handling of the story. The findings will be made public. They're
likely lo be scathing, which
may explain why Heyward and
Rather have not been more
forthcoming.

PEOPLE Third party plan
ON THE STREET merits closer look
What is your favorite
way lo put off doing
homework?

CHRISTINE GARRINGER
SOPHOMORE, MUSIC ED.

"Instant messaging."

9

B0 S0DDERS

SOPHOMORE, MUSIC ED.
"Late night
Channel 21."

0.

ASHLEY MEDINA
JUNIOR,
CONSTRUCTION MGMT.

"Watchingfootlmll."

MOW?/

. Hf IILQ

that Rather and his crew made
errors that will shock journalism
students for years to come.
Yet it was only when interviewed by New York TV reporter
Marcia Kramer that an obviously shaken Rather on Monday
night admitted: "I didn't dig hard
enough, long enough, didn't ask
enough of the right questions."
Well, dub.
The mea culpas were in keeping with CBS' attempts to defend
the broadcast in the face of an

JACLYN AVERWEG
SOPHOMORE,
INT1 BUSINESS

"Boozin'."

martelw@bgnet.bgsu.edu

AT ISSUE: When citizens back John Kerry in order to
defeat George W. Bush, their intent is lost.
I think it's about time for
all of the "Lesser of Two
Evils," "United Against
Hush." and "Go Democrats''to
re-evaluate their posit ions. This
is in response to Ihc "Nader 2000
Citizens Committee" members
signing a written backing of the
Kerry/Edwanls' ticket
Actors such as Tim Robbins
and Susan Sarandon, musicians
like liddie Vedder and Bonnie
Ham intellectuals such as Noam
Chomsky, former mayors, organic farmers, professors, historians
and persons from other professions were selected by Ralph
Nader to fomi the 113 person
"Nader 2000 Citizens Committee."
Now with the election pulling
away from lohn Kerry and continued talks of Nader mining
his chances in many key stales,
members have formed "Nader
2000 leaders United to Defeat
Bush." The committee members
have signed on as urging support for Kerry/Edwards in the
2004 Presidential Election. They
do so "even while we strongly
disagree with Kerry's policies on
Iraq and other issues." They continue saying, "for people seeking
progressive social change in the
United States, removing George
W. Bush from office should be
the top priority in the 2004 presidential election." The list can be
viewed at Iillp://vote2stopbush.
com/.
This statement is without
a doubt produced with good
intent, but if these people did
not succumb lo the same doubl
thai is the single hindering dement in a successful and victorious Nader/Camejo campaign,
they would be voting for the
candidate of their choice, not
[he robotic representation of
Democratic elitism, lohn Kerry. If
these citizens would have mobilized back in March, they could
have helped the Nader/Camejo
campaign gain sufficient legitimacy and also participate in putting a large dent in the current
American political system. But
instead, these members chose
to give respect to popular media,
instead of trying to manipulate it
If everyone that wanted to
vote for Ralph Nader, but was
scared of "supporting a spoiler"
discarded this Democrat propaganda, we would have a closer
race with Nader gaining more
respect as a viable candidate
every day. General media coverage would increase and disenfranchised Republicans would
also have a safe haven to stand

( ■' ' .

JED
HER|
HERRINGTON

\JB/ Opinion
°P'"i Columnist

under. Families thai are torn
between the repetitive sound
bytes that define their ill-chosen candidates could be given
a reason to support someone
thai does not utilize methods
of deterrent from the issues at
hand.
Unfortunately, many
Americans are not in ion t nil
enough to cast a vole with
authentic confidence in die
candidale of their choice. They
instead fall victim to deciding
between two people that have
dispensable mud-chests and a
dual-party Institution at their
backs. The Republicans have
more funds and are always a
stronger party with more lifelime supporters. So without
a Democrat opposition that
embodies some kind of distinguishing style, or if conditions
were optimum, a stem and
11 u,i si insight tul plan of action,
the Republicans almost always
prevail.
This sudden stand of "unification" for the sake of defeating
(ieorgc W. Bush has come too
late. It is almost October and
Kerry has run an ineffective and
unresponsive campaign. His failure to define himself as a leader
and a differing personality from
Hush has negated his opportunities of capitalizing off of the curiciii administration's many failures. I le has also been ineffective
in using his money to portray
himself in a favorable manner
with the media. I le stands mute
and receives constant critique
concerning his brave service in
Vietnam from a campaign that
promotes a man that has reaped
the benefits of war but never
put his neck on the line for it. If
Kerry is not "taking a dive," he is
either disoriented or oblivious to
the fact that he's currently running for President of the United
States and has only a little over
a month left to pull it off. If you
are not a smack-talking war
president, you better have charisma and charm, and Kerry has
neither.
Many swing voters have now
jumped on the Republican
bandwagon after realizing that
Kerry's lack of conviction and
faltering posture easily translate
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Low carb fads give dieters false hope
AHA states that these type of
way to lose weight Staying
diets restrict healthful foods and healthy and maintaining the
important nutrients our bodies
weight conies from a little tiling
need.
you may.have heard of—exerOpinion Columnist
These diets can cause a quick cise and a balanced diet.
•
drop in weight by eliminatThe AHA states that the
By now everyone has
ing carbohydrates causing a
best way to lose weight is by a
heard of the Atkins low
loss of body fluids. However, it
healthy diet that includes a varicarb diets. It seems you
also says that most Americans
ety of foods, along with regular
can't go to any restaurant or
already eat more protein than
physical activity.
fast food joint without seeing
our bodies need, and most aniThat means it's going to take
something about low carbs.
mal products are already high in work—just like anything else
Americans are always looking
fat concentration. This may lead you do in life — and there is no
for the fastest way to lose weight to coronary heart disease, diaeasy way out. Anything worth
and at this point in time, unforbetes, strokes and
doing is worth
tunately it's the Atkins diet.
even cancer.
doing right, and I
"There
have
Though what does Atkins
But enough of the
don't think Atkins
really do? We know it means
technical mumbo
been dozens follows that proper
counting carbs, but how does
jumbo. What really
of diet fads format.
it actually affect your body and
pushes my buttons
Another reason I
drop the pounds?
isn't the diet itself.
through the don't think the diet
By cutting out carbohydrates
1 could care less if
works is that the
like grains, pasta and some veg- someone eats mas- years, and the man who invented
etables, it switches your body
sive amounts of pro- reason they're it couldn't even
tein all the time and
from burning carbohydrates
e
clogs their arteries.
to primarily burning fat. I don't
know about most people, but I
What really gets
because they of death last year
don't like changing my body's"
me are people who
don't Work." he weighed over
chemistry.
think they don't
250 pounds. One
Let's say it isn't harmful
have to do any
would think that
physical activity and will lose all person who invented this plan
changing your chemistry, that
means a lot less carbs. So by
the weight they want God forwould have made it successful
cutting out carbs you get an
bid someone might get off their for himself, but he didn't. If the
excess of something else. That
ass and workout for a little bit.
founder of this diet can't make it
excess is mainly protein and by
There have been dozens of
work, who can?
protein I mean meats.
diet fads through the years, and
In all honesty I have heard
I'm no doctor, but I'm pretty
the reason they're called fads is
good things about the diet. lust
sure that the last thing anyone
because the)' don't work.
look at lared from Subway for
needs is an abundance of fatty
If they did work and were
example. All he ever talks about
meats. But what do I know?
healthy for you, then everyone
is their new low carb sandwich.
What I do know is that the
would be thin, which is defiWhat angers me the most is
American I lean Association
nitely not the case.
that people I know who are on
does not recommend high proIt seems that everyone has
it seem to think that all they
tein diets for weight loss. The
forgotten about the only proven have to do is count their carbs
STEVE
SCHLESSMAN

called fads is S[;*

and the weight will just fall off.
I guess if you follow the diet
propcriy it will. But what happens after you get off the diet?
These diets mislead people
and give false hope for those
who want to lose wait but are
too lazy to actually go out and
exercise and follow a properly
balanced diet
Maybe I got it all wrong.
Maybe the reason people go
on these diets is because they
see all of these slim celebrities
talking about it. What they don't
talk about is the $3,000-an-hour
personal trainer to work their
million-dollar asses into shape.
I don't know about most people, but I definitely don't have
that type of money to spend on
a personal trainer. I doubt any
average American does.
In the end I doubt anything
will change. People will keep
counting their carbs, in hopes of
someday having a thinner self.
Then Atkins will go way, only
to find the newest diet craze in
its place. Though maybe—just
maybe — someone might realize these diets don't work and
will follow a properly balanced
diet with exercise.
Though who am I kidding?
As long as there are lazy people
looking for an easy way out
there will always be the better
and faster way of losing weight,
which in the end is what everyone wants.
E-mail comments to Steve at
steiiebs@bgnet.bgsti.edtt.

Election 'truth' was actually 'opinion'
CLEMSON
DONNATUCCI
Guest Columniit
As a budding media
enthusiast, it's disturbing
to see so many people
construing their own personal
testament of the upcoming
elections as "The Truth." It's
hard enough to watch TV and
not be bombarded with both
liberal and conservative slanted
advertisements. And yet, what
is even more interesting is that
when I open the beloved BG
News to catch up with the local
debauchery of our fair city, I see
someone (no point in naming
names, unless they are public
figures) whose guest column
purports they have "the truth."
I wasn't necessarily impressed
with the half-hearted and often
misleading attempt of the

LIBERALISM, FROM PAGE 4

high, wave our big "I." banners,
because what was once "liberal
hooey" has become the very
base of our democracy and
a prominent position in our
nation's history.
Obama is one of the
best advocates for the liberal cause. In his address at
the Democratic National
Convention, Obama countered
the conservative viewpoint that
liberals are unpatriotic. "There

NADER, FROM PAGE 4

into his inadequacy as a leader.
With history as reinforcement,
the conclusion can be made
that people often make the
decision to unite under a leader that will protect them first
and deal with pressing domestic issues seventh. Looking
around in America today, you
can see many who would rather be represented by an iron
fist than a helping hand.
In a way, Democrats are
Ihe Republican's biggest allies.
Hieir ideals get so saturated
through the chain of elected
officials that when they do
reach the top, they barely differ from the Republicans, and
when 'hey do, their inability
to enact them diffuses their
already weak attempts at legitimacy as an opposing party.
It's time that we divide this
nation into what it really is: the
left and the right, so that the
Democrats can be put in their
correct place: the near right.
So as these citizens make
this final attempt at challenging Bush together through the

author.
First and foremost, in case the
readers didn't already notice, if
the author's contents contained
so much "truth" and or fact,
then why isn't the article in the
"news" portion or at the very
least in a feature article ponion
of the paper. Why? Because it's
pure opinion, intermingled with
half-truths. Despite the author's
best attempts to dress it up
as an unbiased, truth-seeking
voice of reason, it falls way short
of the pittance of objectivity or
truth. To dissuade those of you
who are already forming your
antagonistic rebuttals in your
heads, yes, just because it isn't
on the news page or if its old
news it doesn't mean that it's
not true. Yes we know. Also, it's
always humorous to see democrats writing to persuade republicans and vice versa Some do
it well and others show their
hand a bit too early (that one is

for all the new poker junkies on
campus).
If there is one thing that is
the most disturbing to see from
both sides in the election process, it is the use of half-truths,
lies and hearsay (no, not ESPN's
failure at a game show). What's
worse is that it carries on into
the halls of supposed higher
learning, where students and
faculty are supposed to be able
to breakdown the information
given to them and sort through
it Yes you lab geeks, its kind
of like that scientific method
you had re-crammed back into
your heads your freshman year.
That's what is supposed to be so
great about college, the opportunity to be a "critical thinker."
One last thing, if you are
going to judge a political candidate by a certain criteria then
have the decency to do it to all
of them. Don't pick and choose
which criteria will make your

are patriots who opposed the
war in Iraq," he said, "And patriots who supported it."
In his speech, Obama united
the country, liberals and conservatives, Democrats and
Republicans, red and blue. Even
Republicans in Illinois are digging this cat. Obama reminds
us that liberals and conservatives should all be here for the
best interest of the country.
What we need now, more than
anything and more than ever
before, is unity.

Not bad for a bleeding heart
liberal, huh?
Liberalism isn't about patriotism or lack thereof, and liberals
shouldn't have to be spurned
and burned for our desire for
change. It's not about who's
right and who's wrong — it's
about progress. And in realizing
this, I am no longer afraid of the
big, bad "L" word.
Ohh, 1 feel so exposed.
E-mail Chelsea with comments at clielsls<iPbgnet.bgsu.

'145 these citizens make this final
attempt at challenging Bush together
through the Democrat route, maybe
they should rethink the game plan."
Democrat route, maybe they
should rethink the game plan.
Bush will defeat Kerry and the
next move needs to be drawn
from there. Getting Americans
excited about Ralph Nader
and his admirable campaign
this year, is more realistic than
letting a crash-test dummy
represent the sole opposition
to the Bush regime. Much to
the surprise of apathetic political strategists, Americans may
get fired up when they learn
in-depth about the crimes
that have been committed
by their president. They may
be inspired when they hear
about the obstacles a grassroots presidential campaign
endures.
Those famous musicians
and actors on the list can
dip into their bank accounts
and help spark an exciting

month-long revolution in
this country. The mainstream
media can become a theatre
that plays out the drama of a
lifelong consumer advocate
gaining ballot access against
attempted Democrat suppression, while fighting for airtime
and recognition in a country
that until now, just wouldn't
let themselves elect somebody
that cared. You could call
the nightly segments: "Ralph
Stuns America" or "Victory for
the Underdog." People really
liked the Rocky movies, and it
seems safe to say that the thrill
and exhilaration from a significant shift in major politics
would send this country into
a real unified frenzy of selfrespect and hope.
E-mail led with comments at
jaherri@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

candidate look the best. Your
just cheating yourself from
knowing which candidate fits
your personal ideology, and it'll
make you look like a fool in an
argument.
So if you are going to put a
dilapidated, antiquated and
even unoriginal argument in
the paper, have the guts to state
it as it is — your opinion. It's not
the truth. Unless you can state
"credible" sources, (no rushlimbaugh.com, michaelmoore.
com, orjohnkerry.com crap)
dien just present it as something you heard or read somewhere, because that's all it is. By
doing what you despise in the
other presidential candidate,
using half-truths and rumors
and then spinning it to form an
argument, you are just as bad
as them.
On top of all of this, I will
openly admit... I am voting for
Ross Perot. I mean Ralph Nader.
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Bushs past four years
is his military record
For the past four years
DAVID
they screamed "draft
SCHARFELD
dodger," then came the
CBS "RatherGate" scandal. For
Guest Columnist
over the past month Vietnam
has been the talking point of
his military medals/ribbons
every major means of news
in 1971: "|I| renounce the
dissemination.
symbols which this country
I would like to be the first to
gives and that was the medals
admit that lohn Kerry's service
themselves. I gave back — I
in the military does matter but
can't remember — six, seven,
Hush's does not. I don't care if
eight, nine." Is the man who
Bush dodged the draft, I don't
renounces his country's milicare if he was AWOI., and I
tary symbols a man you want
don't care if his commander in
in charge of the most powerful
the Air National Guard liked
military on earth?
him. I also don't care if he was
Now I have to admit that
even a good pilot or a good
Kerry is a person who always
leader 30 years ago. Why don't
outdoes himself. I suppose
I care? The answer is simple:
disgracing the military by
George W. Bush has held the
throwing away medals wasn't
highest position in the United
States military for the past four enough; Kerry went on to join
the "F*" the Army tour" and
years, and he has been phewrote a book entitled "The
nomenal.
New Soldier." A copy of this
I'd hate to break it to all the
book is hard to find and one
Michael Moores out there who
with its original cover is close
have been bringing up Bush's
to impossible (a copy is availservice for the past four years.
able at the BG campus library
Now that he has been combut with no cover on it). A
mander in chief of the United
States Military it doesn't matter copy with the cover is tough
to find because Kerry is trywhat he did during Vietnam.
ing to hide it from the public.
The entire purpose of looking
The cover contains Kerry and
at a candidate's military hishis friends who were in the
tory is to judge
"F"* the Army tour"
what kind of
"George W. mocking the famous
commander in
lima WWII
chief he would
Bush has held lwo
photo by flying the
be, and Bush has
the highest flag upside-down, a
already proven
disregard for
how he will act
position in blatant
his fellow countrywith that kind of
the United men who were still
power. He has
fighting and dying
freed 50 million
States
for that flag and the
oppressed people
military for country's symbols
worldwide and
Kerry was so
convinced Libya
the past four which
quick to denounce.
ofgivingupits
Throw all of this
weapons of mass years, and he
on
top of Kerry's
destruction.
has been
senate voting record
On the other

of not funding our
hand lohn Kerry phenomenal.
troops and you've
has never held
got a political fire so
the title of combig it bums higher than any vilmander in chief so looking
lage Kerry torched in Southeast
at his military record is very
Asia. I believe this now infaimportant in judging how he
mous Kerry quote sums him
would fit the role. As I like to
up fairly well "1 did actually
call him, lohn "got a Zippo?"
vote for the $87 billion before I
Kerry has admitted to commitvoted against it."
ting war crimes in Vietnam. He
So I ask you this: Who do
admits to burning down villagyou want running the United
es of non-combatants and vioStates Military in a time where
lating the Geneva Convention.
thousands of terrorists and terIs this who you want in charge
ror states are plotting to kill us:
of the most powerful military
President Bush who has led us
on earth?
to victory in Afghanistan, Iraq
For Kerry, committing war
and Libya, or John Kerry, the
crimes in Vietnam wasn't
man who took pan in demorenough; he also disgraced his
alizing our troops in combat
fellow soldiers and his counwhich led to our defeat in
try when he came back from
Vietnam?
the war. Kerry said this about

'Bad' force is necessary in world
TODD
LENTZ
Guest Columnist
I want to point out how the
collapse of the twin towers has changed America's
notion of good versus bad.
First off, without the bad,
there would be no good. In
addition, sadly, this Western
philosophy believes in this
"perfect good" while it strives
to "eradicate any bad." This is
true, because as an American, 1
am influenced by movies such
as "Star Wars," where the evil
Sitli lords are covered in black
wardrobe, using their red lightsabers against the divine and
good Luke Skywalker, who is
clad in white clothes and smote
the darkness of the Sith lords
with his blue light-saber.
In Medieval fairy tales, we
are given the happily ever
after image of a beautiful and
elegant princess falling in love
with a bold knight in shining
armor while the evil sorcerer
is kept alone in his prison. Yes,
these are unreal examples, but
we see these examples of good
and bad pointed out in actual
history as well, which I will
explain later.
These are all things that
have led to the division of good
versus bad in Western culture,
and since the September 11th
attacks, this subject of good
and bad has triggered a debate.
I think us Westerners should
realize that the "bad" is not evil
in its purest form like a cold
black coal with no glint of sal-

vation. Rather, this "bad" is a
necessary part of the "good"
versus "bad" formula.
Therefore, in layman's
terms, without Darth Vader,
there would be no Luke
Skywalker. Without the evil
sorcerer, there would be no
reason for the knight to save
his damsel in distress.
Since these are all fictitious
examples, then, in reality,
there would be no cops to put
on trial in a worldwide case
showing the split division
between the white and black
race if there were no Rodney
King, O.I. Simpson, etc.
Moreover, on a more serious
note, without the 9/11 attacks,
we as a Western culture would
have our superiority over the
world unchecked. Our greedy
globalization of otiier countries
resources, our "regime change"
of third world countries would
continue to exist, and we
would continue our beliefs that
the "bad" can always and completely lie replaced with ihe
pureness of "good."
I do not intend to glorify
terrorism, however, all it took
were a small group of terrorists
to make the twin towers collapse, and question our nation's
philosophy of how the bad is
only a pure form of evil, and
how the light of goodness (or
our military's unquestioned
logic) will smother that darkness found in the "bad."
I think the bad is not always
a crystallized form of evil. If this
was the case, then Superman
would become fat and lazy
because Lex Luther and his
infamous kryptonite would

"Without the 9/11
attacks, we as a
Western culture
would have our
superiority over the
world unchecked."
not exist. If this was the case,
people like Rodney King,
Malcolm X or even Michael
Moore would not be \iewed
in society as the "comiption
which disrupts the good of the
people," but rather, individuals
who have the courage to question in what direction Western
civilization is heading.
In addition, if bad were not
viewed as a crystallized version of evil in America, then
our nation would have already
become a total, undefeatable,
global superpower in which
everyone's unique identity as
Spanish, French or Asian would
become replaced with a universal sect of American identity.
Bluntly, things like the 9/11
attacks prevent this idea of
dominance from happening,
and without any realization
of our own sometimes senseless occupation of countries
considered less than us, without any protests or terrorists
attacking America who arc
considered "bad" in an evil
way, then globalization and
corruption would take over the
world, and the idea of a "bad"
ingredient as a crucial element
of the "good," in tenns of balance, would never be
questioned.
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2004 Bowling Green Falcon Football Team
PepsiAmericas & The Falcons a Winning Combol
Head
Coach
Gregg
Brandon

Offl
Offensive
Coordinator
Greg
Studrawa

Assistant
Head Coach
Tim

Beckman

KLEVERS JEWELRY

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!

AL-MAK

Open Mondaj - Saturday
Corner <>t Poe & Haskins

BRING HOME
A WIN!

(419)353-6691
1-800-569-3988

Go Falcon
Football!

TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
110 WIST Pot Ro.
BOWLING GREEN, OH
419.3B3.341 I
WWW.TSrORTSOURCE.COM

1010 N. Main St.
419-352-4637

1
#8
Cornelius
McGrady, IV

#2
Jelani
Jordan

WR
63" 205lbs
Reynoldsburg, OH

DB
5'10" 1771bS
Atlanta, GA
Junior

Senior

ood Luck Cornelius!
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&
UNIVERSITY
•.OURTS APTS.

#4
Omar
Jacobs

#38
Shaun
Suisham

6'4" 224*8

6'0"20Mb«
Wallaceburg, ONT
Senior

m

K

Delray Beach, FL
Sophomore

GO FALCONS!

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!
The only modern
laundromat in BG
On Railroad Street
(Behind Myles Pizza Pub)

1520 Clough Street
419-3520164

www.LMARIES.com

353-7732
530 E. Wooster Street
www.sbxgofalcons.com

332 S. Main St.
419-352-5620

■'■<:i:

Athletic Training
Front row: Kristen Holdsworth, Danielle Bartley,
Sarah McGrath, Leighann Buzzard
Second Row: Annette Davidson,
Jonathan Weimken, Klye Scharer,
Jerry Barry, Doug Boersma.
(not pictured Chad Young and Jefl Curley)

BGSU

student .
health service

GO FALCONS!

WELLNESS

CONNECTION

Division of Student Affairs
Bowling Green State University

#46
Nate
Fry
K
510 "21 libs
Findlay, Ohio
Junior

GOOD LOCK
FALCONS!
■OWIN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

n

BEAT NORTHERN ILLINOIS
#15

Jason
Washington
QB
67" 200*1
Oakland, CA
Sophomore

Division of the
Executive
Vice-President

FALCONS
FOREVER

#67
Andy
Grubb

#90
Mitchell
Crossley

OL
8*4" 294IK
Leipsic, OH

6/8" 248*8

DL
Springfield, OH
Junior

Senior

6rO fALCONS

Cucle

^Wcrks
248 S. Main St.
Two Blocks South of Wooster
on the right

352-9375

The Copy
Shop Int.

#5
Ted
Piepkow

WR
8*1" 178*8
Palatka.H.
Junior

B'O" 228IDS
Clark Lake, Ml
Junior

LB

Voted Best Haircut
in Wood County!

353-7732
530 E. Wooster Street
www.sbxgofalcons.com

Bowling Green
Lincoln Mercury

W** *"^

■ *~
zB

W

H T\ A

Bring Home
a Victory!

www.BGLMJ.com

#91
Monty
Cooley
DL
87" 276*8
Carter, GA
Junior

HNT Concepts
Salon
Students receive
10% off

412 E.Wooster Suite B

352-3316

419-352-2553
1079 N. Main St.

117 East Prospect St.
352-4068

#i
Charles
Sharon

BG Barbershop

Good Luck
Falcons

902 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green (419)-354-6686

124 W. Wooster
419-353-1844

Kenneth
Brantley II

#9
T.J.
Carswell

#55
Jonathan
Culp

WR
5*11" 198*1
8hreveport, La
Sophomore

08
6'1 "200*1.
rrwlnton, 6a
Senior

6'6" 288*S
Mason, OH
Junior

#19

01

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!

Go For A Win!
WRIGHT TIRE &
AUTO CENTER
419-352-0387

315 E. Wooster Street
419-354-147?

2025 Victory Lane

BowungGnmOH 43402

Call 3S3-MEGA(6342)

Cheerleaders

#22
Derrick
Lett

Front row (H-L): Jennifer George, Bridget Standiler
Kassandra Kowaloyk. Mandy Dragon (captain).
Jennifer Brandle Middle Row (R-L): Lauren Gerhart.
Marissa Kitlel. Katie Majewski. Manssa Mousouleas.
Nicole Michael Back Row (R-L): Nick Young (captain).
Billy Mock. D'Aren Reed, Alicia Joynson. Phil Sanderson.
Theresa Monoco. Jennica Pearson, Dominic Elmoie,
Gordon Rankin

WR
B'O" 181*8
Pensacota, FL
Sophomore

Fa

(j»n football Feast

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!
bookstore
@ THE BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

"WWKfHSMf
'medium dmn

G3M!fc
419-352-8500

(located beside SBX)

I

WIN THE WEST!
#33
P.J.
Pope

#12

Steve
Sanders

R8
5'9" 216lbs
Falrfleld, OH
Junior

WR
6*8" 201lbi
Cleveland, OH
Junior

Good Luck Steve!
<j\h//, Amherst
Village
<r

GO FALCON
FOOTBALL!

T =■

1520 Clough Street
419-352-0164

#10
James
Hawkins

^^D

( THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

^w

#75
Andy
Wenstrup

WR

0L

8T'231fci
Brookpark, OH
Senior

6'5" 285lbs
Cincinnati, OH
Senior

*

STURLlNt; UNIVERSITY
BUS

t~u~

419-353-5100
706Napoleon Road, BG

■■■^H

GO" 180IDS
Decatur, EA
Senior

;1 rr~
ti

n
BOWLING GREEN
n^COLLISION
^JF CENTER

m

EXPERT REPAIR S REFINIBHING

-:^:<f
Don't Despair, We Repair

^g^

08
.^■■H

—• ■

1011 S. Main St.
419-353-6420

men SUH' is a trademark ol SUH- inc

#17
Keon
New/son

- ■«-

■B™^'

ABBI

^^■■H_^

#51
Gavin
Powell

r

•T^pHBJ

w^pi

i

DL
8-8" 227*1
Defiance, OH
Senior

GOOD
LUCK FALCONS!
353-7732
530 E. Wooster Street
www.sbxgofalcons.com

Management Inc.

Newnle

#53
Daniel
Sayles

DE
6'4" 25811
Brownsville, TN
Senior

LB
6'11"211lbs
Warner Rollins, 6a.
Senior

#98
Ryan

Good Luck Ryan!
'JK

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE

\ap\jHJ|l/^j/ UNTVERS1
ejr y *■ COURTS APTS.
352-9378
530 South Maple Street
www.PrelertedPropertlesCo com

1520 Clough Street
419-352-01J>4

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

<nnii# m 1

DIRT ROCK: The Pulse
explores 'Woody Creek'
in Nitty Gritty new CD
page 11
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get a

life

calendar of events
FRIDAY
10 p.m.
The Shantee
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Crazy Eddie
Nate & Wally's

10 p.m.
Take Two
Easy Street Cafe
7 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Harry Potter 3
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Harry Potter 3
Union Theater

SATURDAY
10 p.m.
limiller Band
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Crazy Eddie
Sledge
Nate & Wally's
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe
6 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
ANO Screening Series
Union Theater

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Harry Potter 3
Union Theater

MONDAY
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY
Karaoke Night
Nate & Wally's
9 p.m.
Comedy Night:
Keith Alberstabt
Cory Hardy
Easy Street Cafe
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
The Passion of the Christ
Union Theater

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
The Dawning
The Cinema
The High Gears
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Francisco
Easy Street Cafe

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
Battle of the Bands
brought to you by
www.taKingonexplosives.com
Howard's Club H
DJ Diamond D Lee
Nate & Wally's
Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe

University student combines studies
with being a DJ and producer in Newark
Bran Paine
PULSE REPORTER

Commuting lo Detroit once a week for
work may be difficult for some students.
Rezell Simmons flys to New York to produce tracks for the upcoming D12 album.
Growing up on the rough streets of
Detroit's Eight Mile district, he loved listening to rap and performing. He decided
to pursue the business side of the industry. Simmons, a Senior Communications/
Prelaw major, is following the footsteps of
Sean "P. Diddy" Combs. He is on his way
to building his own multi-million dollar
empire.
AJong with his partners "Pep" and
"Dewitt," Simmons runs Sicknotes
Productions. Sicknotes is an in-house production company specializing in creating
beats and putting together mixtapes. It
gives him exposure as a producer in the

industry and gets his name out to other
artists and labels.
Simmons produced the hit Eminem
single "How Come."
Rap connoisseur, Nolan Hensel, Senior
Middle Childhood Education, likes the
new Eminem single.
"It makes me impatient for the next
Eminem solo record, I like D12 and all but
Eminem alone is better than Eminem in
D12," Hensel said.
He is currently producing tracks for D12,
Bizarre and Obie Trice. He is extremely
focused and driven. He has his hands in
a lot of pots. Known as Nyce, he hosts his
own radio show for Hot 97, a popular radio
show in New York.
Simmons works with the editorial staff
at an up and coming Industry magazine.
The Next Level, generating story ideas and
being the voice in the streets. Simmons

also manages hip-hop artist Solomon from
MTV's Making the Band's season one.
Q: How do mixtapes work?
A: "I get exclusives, I get songs from
labels, from artists themselves I compile it
and put it on my mixtape, they know I'm a
hot d.j. I'm at Hot 97, they know my mixtape will be hot on the streets. I'm dumping three mixtapes a month, it keeps the
streets buzzing, people love fresh music,
out here in the midwest there is music
out on the East Coast that people haven't
heard, I'm just giving them the music."
Q: What is your connection with
Eminem and D12?
A; "It's a blessing, (Sicknotes) has been
around D12 and Shady Records for sometime, Eminem's dropped three albums,
this is D12's second, we've been doing
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Welcome U the fringe of the
weekly news cycle, lien' is where
(0 find all the bizutre stories for
a wide.
lor more weird stories you can
I isil www. neit •suflheu viril.com

Weekend at Bernies?
Two men and a woman
described in a Cape-limes I Cape
Town, South Africa) slory as
loan sharks, brought die corpse
of Thozamile Patrick Apolis
in a wheel chair into an FNB
Provincial bank in lune in an
attempt to withdraw his pension
(signing tor it by "helping" Apolis
move his hand across the paper)
hut a skeptical customer, who
kept demanding that bank offi
cials check lor a pulse, scared
off the three, who left the body
behind. I Cape limes, 6-8-041

Waynes a dangerous
name
Arrested anil charged with
murder: David Wayne Mears
I udington, Mich., lune); Edward

Wayne Bryant (Ardmore, OkJa.
arrested in Houston, August);
Kenith Wayne Sherrill (Yakima
Wash., Inly); Chadwick Wayne
Wallace (Alton, III., August);
TimothyVvayne lohnson (Ualeigh
\ ( .. September). Already serv
ing a life sentence for murder but
charged again: Alexander Wayne
Watson Ir. (Maryland, convicted
of a l!li)4 murder, but, based on
DNA evidence, charged in luly
with murders in 191)6, 1988 and
1993). Already serving a life sen
tciicr lor murder but convicted ol
murdering an inmate: Shannon
Wayne Agofsky (Beaumont
Texas, July). |CNN-AP, 6-21-04]
[Houston Chronicle-AI! 8-12-04]
[Austin American-Statesman
AP, 7-12-041 IBdwardsville (III.)
Intelligencer, 9-3-04] |New Haven
Register, 9-4-04] IWRAL-TV-AF
9-5-041 IBaltimore Sun, 7-13-041
ISpringfield (Mo.) News-U'ader
AP, 7-17-041

Forget the money,
robbers steal pairs of
sunglasses
According to a police report
in the Brainerd (Minn.) Dispatch
in August, thieves had broken
into the first Integrity Bank on
Excelsior Road in Baxter, Minn.
but then used a hammer on a
common wall in order to break
into the adjacent lakes Area
Eyecare store and make off with
numerous pairs of sunglasses. (In
most such break-ins, crooks use
the store to get into the bank, not
the other way around.) IBrainerd
Dispatch, 8-7-04]

Judge becomes an
accessory to a crime
out of spite
New York City judge I aura
Blackburne came under fire
from the police in lune when she
helped Derek Sterling (described
by police as a "convicted drug
dealer" but in a rehab program)
escape out a side door of her
courtroom so that he could avoid
a detective poised to arrest him
for a May robbery. She said she
was angry that the detective
didn't clear the arrest with her in
advance. (Blackburne was already
notorious for recently releasing a
man charged with attempting to
kill a police officer, ruling that he
had not received a speedy trial.)
[New York Times, 6-11-04; New
York Post, 4-17-04]

Cruel dog owner tries
to kill pet pet shoots
back
Survival
Instinct:
In
September, lerry Allen Bradford
of Pensacola, Fla., had in mind to
put his seven German shepherd
mix puppies down because he
could not find them homes, and
had already shot three and was
carrying two other dogs, and his
.38-caliber revolver, in his arms
According to a sheriff's report
that's when one of the two con
deuuied dogs managed to press
his paw on the trigger, firing and
hitting Bradford on the wrist
He was treated at a hospital
and the sharpshooter and his
three siblings were placed for
adoption. [New York Times-AF
9-9-041

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

'Sky Captain' flies high with visual
thrills but its story takes a nosedive
By Michael Siebemaler
PUISE REPORTER

Set III New York City during the
1930B, "Sky Captain and theWorid
of Tomorrow" offers a simple globetrotting story full of great special effects and well cast stars.
hide Law headlines as Joe 'Sky
Captain' Sullivan, the leader of a
special army for hire who battles
worldly threats in his custom
ized P-40 Warhawk. This time
V ii lues a mysterious antagonist
Totenkopf and a secret society

called Unit 11.
Polly Perkins, a tenacious, star
reporter of The Chronicle, has
a detailed history with Joe that
plays out well throughout the
movie. He's the only person who
can focus her attention away

from her self centered journal- Kaji, played by Iranian stand up an music composer Edward
istic exploits. Their lively history comedian Omid Djalili ("The Shearmur enhances the scene
includes a questionable plane Mummy"), another mysterious transitions and grand scope of
sabotage that provides a running antagonist played by Chinese the environments.
Paramount Pictures took a big
joke throughout the story. "I can actress Bai ling ("Wild Wild West",
lake anything you dish out," says "Red Comer") and Polly's protec- risk by moving their $70 million
Polly as Joe replies "That was tive editor Morris Paley, played dollar flagship from |une25th to
by \luhad Gainbon ("Gosford September to avoid having their
nothing."
Angelina lolie plays the confi- Park"). "1 like the smile, I just don't investment shot down at the box
dent Captain Prancesca 'Franky' like what's behind it," Morris says office by "Spider-Man 2".
This film was written and
Cook. "She's some kind of girl," as Polly chases her story.
Filmmakers use foreshadow- directed by a relative new filmFrankie describes Polly to Joe during the only scene with the three ing and other techniques to build maker named Kerry Conran,
stars together. Joe's technical col- up the scenes, but the environ- who born and raised in Hint,
league Dex Dearborn, played by ments and cityscapes have the Michigan. Conran got the job
Giovanni ltibisi (TV's "Friends", greatest impact on the audience after he produced a well received
"Gone in 60 Seconds"), provides These engaging visuals were six-minute film sample of CGI
great support as a credible right shot exclusively on background robots trampling through New
hand man to the hero.
screens in front of the actors and York City.
Other supporting charac- partial sets.
Conran was also involved in
ters including a guide named
A great score from veter- the filming of the spin off PC.

video game The Flying legion Air
Combat Challenge, available at
www.sk.
The 107 minute movie needed
a stronger story, but the well cast
stars and amazing visuals create
high level of entertainment.
Grade: B
Rated PG for stylized sci-fi violence, brief mild language and an
instance of sexual innuendo.
lude law also produced the
film with his now ex-wife Sadie
Frost ("Bram Stoker's Dracula").
See if you can guess the face of a
famous actor filmmakers used to
personify the main enemy.
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Simmons wears many hats as producer, DJ, student LU Kim
bodyguard
sentenced to
12 years

Rezell. FROM PAGE 9

stuff for D12 but they gave us the
single lo put us out there."
Q: Why are you going to BG?
A: "I've been through alot, one
is my family is one they said to
finish it out and the other is a
hope that it benefits me in the
end, so if it comes down and
it's me and somebody else who
is just as talented or has the
qualifications, then I've got the

education."
Q: What do you get out of
producing music?
A: "I want my purpose to be
somebody great and to touch
people if that's what it is if that's
what I want to do. There is alot
of things in the industry diat's
shaky you never know when
you come or go. when you're
hot or not all you can do is keep

on that path and hope that it
comes out right."
Q: What are you doing after
you graduate?
A: "I hear other people rapping on our beat and it's amazing but you know that's how it
goes, we're working on Obie
Trice's new album, we're working on a new D12 album, we're
doing dial stuff right now, we're
working on Bizarre out of D12,
he's gonna drop his solo project
we're gonna keep going."
Q: Tell me about Next Level
Magazine?
A: "1 bring people editorial
wise to the table, this is what's
going on in the street. The next
issue is dropping three months
from now Young Buck from GUnit is on the cover. It's in 35
states this is the fiftth issue so it's
gonna be huge."

By LARRY NEUMEISTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Photo provided by Rezell Simmons

MUSIC BREAK: Simmons takes a break from a busy schedule

New play proves to be both
powerful and passionate
All my Sons' will be playing at the Joe E. Brown
Theater on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Ann's current marriage to Chris's
brother Larry, who has been missThis 1947 family drama, directed ing in action since 1944. Mother,
by Travis Malone, a Ph.D. can- Kate Keller (Libby Allen Dachik)
didate at the University, is set cannot accept that Iarry may not
in a post-World War II America return home and believes him to
revolving around the issue of cor- still be alive.
ruption and the consequences of
The play begins with a windy,
midnight storm destroying a
making dubious choices.
Joe Keller, played by Jim Dachik. small tree that has been planted
a successful manufacturer of in the yard in Iarry's honor.
The situation regarding Chris
hardware components, whose
company supplied parts for and Ann's engagement further
fighter planes during the war. His complicates due to the fact
son Chris (Ryan Zarecki), reluc- that Ami is the daughter of loe's
tantly considers following in his former business partner, Steve
father's footsteps because of his Deever, who is currently serving a
adoration for Ann Deever (Alisa prison sentence for negligence.
loe and Steve shared the manCuicher), to whom he is proposufacturing company that was
ing marriage.
This scenario proves compli- responsible for producing and
cated for the couple because of supplying tainted engine parts
By Stephanie Liverani

PUlSf REP0R1ER

to fighter planes, resulting in the
deaths of 21 pilots during the
war.
loe was exonerated on appeal,
but his guilt and uncertainty
loomed over his family and the
community, as Steve remained
imprisoned brimming with
betrayal and antipathy for loe.
Attempting to release the
news of Chris and Ann's engagement was a nightmare in itself.
Especially with Ann's brother,
George Deever (Bob Russell)
visiting their imprisoned father
for the first time since his arrest.
During the visit, new suspicions
regarding the scandal and Joe's
exoneration are resurrected.
"All My Sons" is not only a powerful and emotional account
of the misapprehension of the

American Dream, but it is well
performed and directed and
engulfs its audience completely
The actors of this play present
each character with realism and
raw emotion, while at the same
time incorporating comic relief
truly making this production
come alive.
Also starring in this produc
tion are Dale I. Young as Dr. Inn
Bayliss, Shelley Nixon as wife
Sue Bayliss, Adam Marier as
old friend Frank Lubey, Emily
Wright as his wife Lydia Lubey
and Baxter Chambers as young
neighbor Burt.
"All My Sons" will be presented
on SepL 23 and 24 at 8 p.m., and
Sept. 25 and 26 at 2 p.m. in the
Joe E Brown Theatre located at
University Hall.

University student, Travis Malone,
shares gift for theater as director of
this weekends' showing of play
lube Restivo
PULSE REP0R1ER

"All My Sons" may be the first play Travis
Malone has directed in Bowling Green, but
it is only one of the many plays he has been
involved with.
Malone's interest in theatre has led him all
over the country.
After he graduated from Kansas State
University, he traveled to Denver, Missouri,
New England and other parts of the U.S.
In Denver, he directed a show in the
venue, Brutal Planet, which is nationally
recognized for being haunted.
Malone also spent time working in LA
It was in LA where he produced creative content (i.e. special features) for DVD's
such as Beauty and the Beast and School of

Rock.
Malone left LA a few years ago and came
to Bowling Green.
"I enjoyed my time in LA but also wanted

to get my final degree," said Malone.
As a graduate student, he teaches performance studies.
Maureen Kelly, a sophomore student of
his said that Malone is like one of the students and refrains from formal teaching,
"He is very easy to talk to," said Kelly.
All of Malone's students are required to
attend "All My Sons" which takes place in
the loe E. Brown Theatre this weekend.
"All My Sons" is a script by Arthur Miller, a
writer who Malone is very fond of.
Malone believes that the script continues
to resonate with contemporary theatre artists and audiences.
"This play becomes especially relevant
given the United States' current military
presence in the Middle East," said Malone.
Directing the play was a challenge for
Malone because of little time and money
but he had the advantage of a compatible
and talented cast.

"I've worked with bad casts and bad
scripts before, and this was both a great cast
and great script," said Malone.
"I really enjoyed seeing it all come
together."
si lain i W. Moorman, Assistant Production
Coordinator, has seen graduate students
come and go but has taken a positive notice
of Malone.
"He is a phenomenal director," said
Moorman. "Travis brings security to his cast.
He understands the stage and the actors
and understands what they need from a
director."
After graduation, Malone would like to
continue his professional work and pursue
teaching.
His wife Becky, is expecting a baby in
November and Malone is looking forward to
the coming ask of raising his first born son.

NEW YORK (AP) — A bodyguard
for Lil' Kim who admitted firing a gun at least 20 times in a
shootout as the rapper left a hiphop radio station was sentenced
Wednesday to 12 years in prison.
U.S. District fudge Gerard
Lynch said Suif Jackson. 34,
deserved a harsh sentence
because society had to be protected from a machine gun-toting man convicted five times of
criminal charges, including three
times for crimes of violence.
The judge ordered Jackson to
finish a state prison sentence,
which ends Aug. 7, 2006, before
beginning the federal term. The
state sentence was for an unrelated crime.
lackson declined to speak
before he was sentenced.
Authorities said the 2001
shooting occurred as Lil' Kim's
entourage was leaving the hiphop station WQHT, or Hot 97,
and the entourage of rival rap
group Capone-N-Noreaga was
arriving. One man in the group's
entourage was wounded.
lil' Kim, whose real name is
Kimberly [ones, is awaiting a
February trial on charges that she
lied to a grand jury investigating
the shooting.
Prosecutors say she refused
one day after the shooting to tell
police the identities of anyone
who I i.ul accompanied her to the
radio station. They said she testified falsely before a federal grand
jury three times, including denying that she knew Jackson.
Prosecutors said Lil' Kim
thanked lackson in the notes
to one album and expressed
her affection for him. They
said she and lackson had been
members of the Jr. M AE1A rap
group, formed by the late rapper
Notorious B.I.G.
The shootout occurred the
same year lil' Kim. known for her
revealing outfits and risque lyrics,
won a Grammy Award for her
part in the hit remake of "lady
Marmalade."
Defense
lawyer
Mark
Goodman said lackson believed
he was firing in self-defense and
believed the victim was part of
Capone's entourage.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Student Sign-Up for
Dodgeball this week

Any students interested in
participating in Dodgeball can
sign up today, Monday and
Thursday in the lobby of the
Bowen Thompson Student
Union.
The activity is sponsored by
H20.

Presentation
on
the present day
fascination with the
Vietnam War
Dr. Gary Hess will be
doing a presentation entitled
"Explaining America's Lost
War The forty year debate over
Vietnam" on Thursday at 2:30
p.m. in room 207 in the Union.
The presentation is sponsored by the Institute for the
Sntdy of Culture and Society.
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The Jimiller
Band revisits
Howard's

C
G. Love
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By Nichote RominsKi

music and shows the best we
PULSE REPORTER
can for them."
"There are good people in
Before being a part of the
Bowling Green," says lead iimiller Band, Miller was a member
of the band, the Oroboros,
singer and guitarist, Jim Miller
of the limiller Band. "We used until 1998.
"Hie band had taken its toll
to play there all the time, so
it only makes sense we do our and 1 felt it was time to move
CD release party there this on. The limiller Band is great
though, because we are all
Saturday night."'
The group consists of Jim on the same level musically,"
Miller on guitar and mando- says Miller.
AsamemberoftheOroboros,
lin, Brett Miller on hass, Rick
Davidson on guitar, Steve Scheff Miller got to open for multiple
on keyboards and Fred Perez- well known artists such as John
Stable on drums. They are Mayer and Rusted Root.
He also jammed with Blues
scheduled to hold the release
party for their album tomorrow Traveler and Sheryl Crow.
night at 1 loward's. They are the He h* opened for the 1994
H.O.R.D.I: Festival and the
only band scheduled to play.
"We like to put on a show 1996 Further Festival
However, just last sumfor the fans," says Miller, "After
all, the CD does' have 28 songs mer the limiller Band played
at the 10,000 Lakes Festival,
on it."
The album is titled "Family where they opened for
Roots." It contains various Bruce Homsby.
The band plays tomorrow
kinds of music including bun's,
country, Cajun, rock, jazz night at Howard's Club II. The
and bluegrass. "We play for show starts at 10 p.m. and
music's sake, for our fans," says Miller promises a night ol lun
Miller. "We want to make the and entertainment

% ."V. *i
The Jimiller Band Press Photo

THE JIMILLER BAND: The Jimiller Band has returned to BG to impress
their fans with their new released album. "Family Roots."

'Sims 2* video
game, rated T,
gets four stars
By Michael Siebenaler
PULSE REP0RIE R

Sims 2", sequel to the most
popular PC game of all time,
represents one of the few video
games that appeaLs to almost
everyone, male ami female.
I he sophistication and interaction reaches even deeper
levels through new features,
incredible graphic detail and
expanded neighborhoods.
Aging and family are the most
interesting new areas. Sims
can generate offspring: pass
on characteristics to families;
retain physical similarities and

even give Inheritances (based
on lifetime relationships and
aspiration scores).

Players who donl select
the family option can choose
their own personality types
by choosing an astrological
sign or distribute ihe personality points.
The progressive lifespan
includes baby, toddler, teenager.
adult and senior. Your Sims will
definitely relied their age when
engaging in certain activities.
Archive your Sim's life In
photo albums and even create home movies (saved in A\ I
format. The game also features
family trees and automatic
memories - a thought balloon
will appear above the selected
Sim's head and his/her memory
SIMS, PAGE 12
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"The Hitstlu"

"Extended Player 24:26"

"Welcome to Woody..."

Universal

M,iuTi<i

Dualtone

-The fusion of rap and other
musical forms has always been
a tricky one, with varying degrees
of success. G. love and the
Special Sauce became critically
acclaimed for their blending of
funk and rap with acoustic guitar
blues and feel good melodies.
Now (i. Love (Ciarrett Duttonl
has struck out on his own with
a new collection called "The
Hustle.'' The CD is full of high
energy and smooth rhythms
with (i. love singing about loves
cherished, lost and the distant
memories of a better life.
The songs alternate between
high tempoed celebrations

(*love" and "Booty Call") and slovv
soulful meditations ("Sunshine"

and "Front Botch Monkey)."
All the tracks have their own
energy and feel that make them
not only good songs on their own,
but the whole album a nice cohesive unit.
Imbued in all of his songs is
an energy and passion that is
refreshing among today's psuedo
"rock angst" and "soulful guitar"
commodities.
(i. Love makes the music fun
to listen to because you can tell
he cans about the craft. I le not
only plays lead vocals, but also
plays guitar, harmonica and evei i
has time to strum a little harp.
[he album is reminiscent of
the surfer fun vibe provided by
friend, alternative sensation
lack lohnson. In fact, lohnson
provides must vocals on one of
the album's best tracks. "Give it
to you."
It combines a bteez) reggae beat with the smooth good
tune vocals Of both G I 0V6 ami
lohnson.
The songs are never overproduced, and area always very
clean.
"The Husde" shows the best
side of G. love as you get to See
the surfei reggae lun <■•■ love
and the thoughtful introspective
Garn?tt Dutton stumming on his
guitar ruminating on life.

J

"Contraband"
BMC

I lard rock fans may have noticed
the sudden emergence of a new
group known as Velvet Revolver,
however, this band is not made
up of people that are new to the
music industry. The band is comprised Of former Stone Temple
number one singles over the past Pilots lead singer Scott Weiland
."ill years.
and three former duns N Hoses
They're new album, "Welcome members including the stellar
to Woody Creek," is not trying to guitarist Slash. The edgy rock
groups Freshman album explodprove anything.
[he hand has an already well- ed to the top of the Billboard top
established fan base and Isn't 200 chart with the help of their
searching to fit in to the new debut single "Slither."
Contraband is a very well put
styles of musk. The record is pretty straightforward and doesn't try together CD though the How ol
the CD is a little typical of music it
to be something it's not
This album demonstrates the doesn't really keep you guessing
The album has many up-tempo
band's musical talent.
They have mastered the mel- songs with several slower songs
low feel of banjos, harmonicas strewn throughout io break up
the monotony.
and steel guitars.
The songs on the album seem
The last track, "Midnight at
Woody Creek," is the only instru- to all lie talking about the same
mental and showcases the band's tiling, drug use and how it is bad,
there are, however, a few songs
mastery of their instruments.
The entire record has a relaxed that stand out lyrically that make
feel like it was made in a cabin in the album worthwhile. "Fall
the woods. The earthy feel of it to Pieces" is one of the better
songs on the album both lyrihelps the listener unwind.
It is a good album to listen cally and rhythmically, as is "Set
to while reading or relaxing. It me I tee," "Loving [he Alien" and
keeps a positive feel through all "Sucker [rain Blues," but many
\2 songs and flows well from of the other songs seem to be
redundant and uninspiring with
track to track.
If the listener is not a fan of lyrics that seem to just be "tiller"
Country or bluegrass music there words simply there to fill a hole
is no sense in buying this album. in the song.
There are several songs thai
I he hand offers modest variety
of song styles ranging from the seem to lean more toward Guns
longing "She" which describes a 'N Hoses with classic Slash solos
lost love to the upbeat track "It's but most of the songs seem to
be more of a Stone Temple Pilots
Morning."
1 he other songs follow one of origin, (living the album an 80s
these formats tardy directly. The) classic heavy metal feel.
All the hype surrounding this
are either cheerful and optimistic
about life or slow love songs rem- joint effort of classic rockers
would have led you to believe
iniscing moments in the past.
The record does not oiler thai this album was going to be
much more than older style amazing, but it was not impressive ,it all. Save the few songs that
bluegrass music.
I hey seem to reach theirgoalof kept the album afloat the lyrics
entertaining fans of their music were just not inspired or interestbut if they ever want to find a ing for that matter.
broader audience, this is prob- Stephanie Hannan
ably not the record to release.

\losi country music fans will
probably recognize the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band from their 1987
hit "i ishin' In The Dark," which
was one of their biggest hits,
but the band has made over
30 albums and had numerous

■Jessica I/IIIK
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cross the street"
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Have a safe weekend, kids!
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FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS

3401 Glendale Avenue
Toledo, Ohio
419-365-8778

- Rachel Holxik

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over the
Parliament Building is an
American Flag.

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

1301 Jefferson Avenue
Toledo. Otiio
419-255-1115

Relax, listen and indulge yourself
with food. Although you may lose
vniit appetite when you pop in
this particular "Extended Player."
lohnathan Rice's voice resembles form Mayer's. Although their
muskal styles are not similar, do
not be alarmed. Rice puts a little
spin on his sensual relscasr
Music can be considered a
gateway to expressing emotion.
And in this I'R Rice challenges his
audience with a unique sound.
Il is not anything I have heard
before.
Rice challenges his audience
ICIII much, He has too much
expectation. Although he does
certainly endorse his motivational love with music, he is "saying
prayers for the passing cars."
In his song. "My Mother's Son",
he starts oil soften spoken with
a slow melody. I lis lyrics ate "All
the Protestant gills/They're out
swinging their hips/Presh coat
of red on their lips/In a solar
eclipse." A large explosion of violins and percussion extol in your
eats. His voice begins to entice
the listener.
When his voice has more
expression than the soft, steady,
rough one. Rice sounds better.
I le has good melodies in order
to entice his audience, although
his voice is the annoying aspect
of his music.
lie a unique way of telling a
story. His use of words can be
confusing to what he actually
means. I le is more poetic -like.
When he talks about "The
Acrobat" kid, he expresses so
much emotion in his voice. He
tells a sad story about the aero
bat kid. "If he should slip Mr will
surely die/And his body will break
and his soul will fly/ Into the night
where the spirits scream/He will
leave diis world and become a
dream.
Although this song is mcianc holv. I think this is the best song
on the I I'

Sean Corp
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Pi Kappa Phi sits 48 hours in cage
to raise money for Push America
Tyler Hart, PKP brother.
The rage is located in from
rhis past Wednesday ai noon, of the Student Union.
"There's someone in the
the men of Pi Kappa Phi began
cage at all times," said Patrick
theit annual 48 hour cage sil
Edwards Push Chair/PR Chair.
in help raise money lor Push
America, rhej have raised "There's a sign up sheet with
hourly limes lo make sure."
a total nl $83,000 for Push
I he cage was made out of
America. And guess what?
Iliey keep none for themselves. materials courtesy of the Home
Depot in Miamisburg, OH.
I verj penny goes to those with
"They (Home Depot)
disabilities.
donated $250 worth of materi
In 1977. the fraternity I'i
als to help us make the cage,"
Kappa Phi founded Push
America. I Mis non-profit fund- Han said.
Why did t hey choose a cage?
raising organization cxiis
"It's an eye-catcher,"
to raise funds and awareness
for people with disabilities. Edwards said. It makes people
slop and ask what it's for."
Push America is managed
The colors of the cage were
and funded In Pi Kappa Phi lo
chosen by Han. The fraterniihis day.
ty's color are gold and white
"in our 28 year history on
with an accent color of blue.
campus, we've rained the
I he cage has a blue floor to
third highest amount lor Push
represent solidity, a gold frame
America in the nation," said
By Ashley Gould

PULSE RtPOHtlR

Sims 2' simulates real life
SIMS, FROM PAGE 11
will be stored in chronological
order.
\<>u can also create your own
music folder with songs in MP3
or WMA formal or give your
abigmoodboost<with the
new pain activity thai Includes
birthdays, weddings, and golden
anniversaries,
llie new life aspiration feature
includes grow up, romance, family, knowledge, fortune and popularity i family and grow up is the
only combination where players
can sarjsfj two aspirations at the
same liiuc. Individualized wants
and (ears (you can lock one specific want or feat to achieve/overcome it quicker) directly affect
theaspiradons,
l'he buy mode features a great
new eyedroppet tool that clones

items so you don't have to select
them one at a lime from the catalog. The new design tool and
hobb) 'collection categories add
even more detail.
The build mode features a new
Garden (.enter and foundation/
decks option. You can take your
chances with pre-made neighborhoods and characters or create your own.
You caul play oilier players online yet, hui you can share just
about any item/person you create on die supporting Web site
at www.sims2.com that features
several downloadable objects,
player blogs and the Body Shop
Content Editor. The upcoming
expansion packs ensure even
more fun interaction that should
keep players busy for several
hours and even years.

find out who
for homecomini

to symbolize hope, and white
bars to act as an illusion.
F.very one of the brothers from
Pi Kappa Phi participates, even
the associates.
The 48 hour cage sit ends
today at noon.
The fraternity has been
receiving encouragement from
the Delta Zeta Sorority, faculty
and students.
"We want to thank Delta
Zeta for bringing us homemade cookies, hot chocolate,
and refreshments," Edwards
said. "Two new members to
the sorority, Emily and Trish,
brought us water as well."
"We appreciate all the HG
students and faculty for stopping by to help support Push
America," said Alex Meiring,
risk management/social chair.
Look for the guys next semester for their next cage sit.

*

Will Clark BG News

PI KAPPA PHI: Levon Simmons ol the Home Depot in Miamisburg, Ohio, donated wood for the cage that
fraternity members had to sit in for 48 hours. They are raising money lor Push America. Donating the money
to this organization has been a tradition of the fraternity since 1977.

Britney Spears finally ties
the knot with dancer fiance'

1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANGELES (AP) — Britney
Spears, whose hits include
"Oops!... I Did It Again," has once
again tied the knot, the second
marriage in nine months for die
multiplatinum artist.
Spears, 22, married her fiance, 26-year-old dancer Kevin
Eederline, in a scca'i weekend
ceremony, her record label
said Sunday. "She did marry
him," live Records spokeswoman Sonia Muckle told Hie
Associated Press.
Muckle declined to provide
further details. On its Web site,
IAOS

"Entertainment Tonight" said
Spears wore a white strapless
dress for the wedding, held
Saturday evening at a private
home in the Studio City area
with 20 to 30 people attending.
In lanuary, Spears married childhood friend lason
Alexander in a surprise wedding
in las Vegas. That marriage was
annulled 55 hours later.
Spears has gone from posing
as a schoolgirl to sing "...Baby,
One More Time" and saying sex
should be saved for marriage
to recording "I'm a Slave 4 U,"
kissing Madonna during the

MTV Video Music Awards and
posing nearly nude for magazine covers.
Spears' latest nuptials caught
several of her fellow celebrities
by surprise.
"Everybody is looking for happiness and love," comedian
Ellen DeGeneres said while
attending the Emmy Awards in
Ins Angeles. "She's very young.
We got to give her a break."
Spears
and
Federline
announced their engagement
in lune after dating since early
tliis year.
Eederline appeared in (he

movie "You Got Served" and performed as a backup dancer for
singer lustin Timbcrlake. Spears'
former boyfriend. He was previously involved with actress Shar
Jackson of TV's "Moesha." They
have two children — a 2-yearold and a newborn.
At the Emmys, Dennis
llaysbert, who plays President
Palmer on Pox's "24," joked, T
was just getting used to the odier

On the Net:
www.briuieyspears.com

'Cat Woman' falls but does not land
on her feet with new video game
By Michael Siebenaler
PUISE REPORTER
Riling; "
Patience Phillips becomes
Catwoman. a night crawling vigilante who can run, climb and
jump across several challenging
environments and battle several antagonists at once (mostly
male).
Catwoman's fighting techniques include pussy cat (dis-

tracts her opponents with poses
and taunts), alley cat (focuses
on speed) and wild cat (damage
done to enemies and the environment).
She has special items, including the whip, but can also interact
with the environmental items to
achieve objectives
The comic mode contains
unlockable abilities and special
techniques.

The controls work well but the
camera views make it difficult
to maneuver and orient yourself within die darkly lit urban
areas. The camera often puts
(atwoman in the center of the
screen without giving players the
option to pan around her point
of view
A frustrating element especially
when you're trying to maneuver
through tight spots.

Great cut scenes and music,
but you get no auto save option
(even though you can bypass a
save by backing out when the
memory card slot screen comes
up) and other bothersome elements that you might want to
adjust in the options menu.
You definitely should rent this
game before considering a purchase.

THE TRUTH IS...-

WITH THESE
INGREDIENTS,
WE COULDN'T
WITH LOVE COMES QUESTIONS.
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULDN'T BE
ONE OF THEM.
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THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULD COME WITH ANSWERS.
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KRAIKO - THE ONLY DIAMOND THAT CAN SAY
YES TO ALL THE ABOVE.
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BRIEFING
USA fails to China 3-0
at the Pralympic
Games

COLLEGE FOOTBALL PICKS: THE BG NEWS MAKES PREDICTIONS AGAIN. PAGE 14

FRIDAY
September 24,
2004

The USA National Sitting
Volleyball Team lost to China
3-0 at the Paralympic Games in
Athens, Greece.
Coach Denise Van De Walle's
team lost in three sets after
beating Finland in five sets the
previous night. Van De Walle is
on leave from Bowling Green,
where she normally coaches
the women's team.
Team USA will face Slovenia
at 12 p.m.

Mariners
starnears
most hits
record
By Beth Harris
AP SP0IIS WRITER

A few years ago, Ichiro Suzuki
spent three days on his own wandering around the I lall of Fame,
hoping to learn about the history
of baseball in America.
At this rate, he's about to
become part of it.
Coming off two big games
against the Angels, the Seattle
Mariners star is nearing one of
the longest-standing offensive
records in the major leagues: the
84-year-old mark for most hits in
a season.
After an off-day Thursday.
Suzuki will go into a weekend
series at Texas with 247 hits, giving him 10 games to break George
Sister's record of 257 set with the
St. Louis Browns in 1920.
"1 want to get my next hit. That's
what I'm focusing on," Suzuki
said through an interpreter,
explaining that his next target is
250 hits. "It's great that I can be in
tills position.'
Suzuki went5-for-5at Anaheim
on Tuesday night and added four
more hits in a 16-6 victory over
Anaheim on Wednesday night.
Su/uki raised his average to
.374, best in the big leagues. Barry
Bonds was hitting .370 going into
San Francisco's game against
Houston on Thursday night.
How does Suzuki do it?
"If you throw him inside, he hits
a bullet, and if you throw him
away, he slaps it the other way
or up the middle,'' Angels pitcher
larrod Washburn said. "I don't
know if you can throw a pitch
he can't get a hit on. It's hard to
believe that somebody has that
good a hand-eye coordination."
Suzuki is a singles hitter in an
era where power is celebrated.
The 30-year-old Gold Glove right
fielder is the first player to collect
at least 200 hits in each of his first
four major league seasons.
Suzuki's 909 career hits are
approaching the major league
record for the most over any fouryear span 1918 by Bill Terry from
1929-1932).
But Sister's mark is the big one.
"The man understands the history of the game better than a
lot of players born right here in
this country," said Mariners hitting coach Paul Molitor, a Hall
ICHIRO. PAGE 15
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BG faces rival, NIU
ByAdamHrtoak

two years, and their matchups look tonight, as A). Harris is
against one another have been starting at running back, where
key for their quest to be MAC Michael Turner starred the last
two years, and Phil Horvath
champions.
Two years ago, the Huskies most likely will start at quarbattered BG in Dekalb, 111., terback due to an injury to losh
and sent them home with Haldi, who only attempted one
a loss. Last year, it was the pass this year before being hurt.
"(NIU) hasn't done anything
Falcons turn as they played
60 solid minutes of football different with I lorvath than they
dn with Haldi," said Brandon.
to pay NIU back.
This year, it is the rubber "They're still going to run their
match at Northern in what runs and passes, and that's who
has become a rivalry game they are."
Harris has a banged up
between the two schools.
"This is a big game," said shoulder as well, but it should
BG head coach Gregg not keep him off the field.
BG received a boost this
Brandon. "Any time you go
on the road in our league, it's week as defensive tackle Matt
I^ininger will suit up after servtough."
The Falcon team that took ing a two-game suspension.
the last road trip to Dekalb Defensive back lelani lordan is
in 2002 did not have near the back to full health and will be in
the starting lineup.
experience they do now.
Two years ago, the Falcons
"Our players have been
in this environment now," were overwhelmed by the
Brandon said. "When we crowd noise in Dekalb. This
went there two years ago, time, they will be ready for
that was the first big game what is to come.
"We practiced crowd noise,"
that Bowling Green has had
in a number of years and Brandon said. "We will be prequite frankly, we laid an egg." pared."
The players have been subWith the experience they
gained since that time, they jected to hearing the NIU fight
know what to do when they song during practice to get
them ready for what it will he
take the field.
"We're all business," said like during the game.
"You try to keep (the fight
wide receiver Cole Magner.
"Northern's a very good team songl out of your head," said
and if we don't go in there as defensive tackle Mike Thaler.
intense or more intense than "You don't really hear what
them, dien it's going to be a they're saying, but you hear
noise."
long game."
Ben Swinger BGNews
The game begins at 7 p.m.
The '04 Huskies team will
PERFECT FORM: Bowling Green quarterback Omar Jacobs makes a
bring somewhat of a new andwillaironESPN2.
pass downfield last weekend against SE Missouri State.

football team faces Northern
Illinois tonight in what should
Marking the start of Mid- be a heated battle.
Both teams have enjoyed
American Conference play, the
Bowling Green State University successful seasons the last
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS

REPORTER

The BG women's soccer team
will take to die road this weekend to face more Mid-American
Conference opposition. Friday,
the squad will play Central
Michigan before wrapping up the
weekend with a match against
defending regular season MAC
champion Eastern Michigan.
The Falcons, with a 1 -6-1 overall
record, are 0-1 -1 thus far in MAC
play after losing to the University
of Ohio and tying Marshall last
weekend. The tie against Marshall
snapped a six game losing streak
marked by little or no scoring by
die Falcons. BG's record is somewhat deceiving, however, as they
have exhibited strong play against
stiff competition.
"Although our results are not
good, our performances our very
encouraging," head coach Andy
Richards said.
Richards said the team is continuing to work hard on their
strengths as well as areas dial need
improvement, adding that the
team's positive attitudes remains
intact and there are no problems
behind the scenes.
"(The team] is very positive.
They are working hard and showing great team spirit." Richards
said.
WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 15

Singh has lead
By Alan Robinson
«P SPORTS WRITER

lust when Vijay Singh thinks he
can't play better, he does. Just
when it seems he can't do much
more during his Tiger Woodslike season, he does that, too.
Singh is first on the money
list, first in the world rankings
and, again, first on the PGA
Tour leaderboard. Singh, turning the post-majors schedule
into a weekly highlights show,
shot an 8-under 64 Thursday
for a three-shot lead in the first
round of the 84 lumber Classic
Good thing the $4.2 million
tournament is sponsored by
lumber billionaire Joe Hardy,
since it looks like Singh will
be cashing another big check
Sunday. Singh can surpass
Woods' season money record of

S9.1 million in 2000 by winning,
and it's evident the very competitive Singh knows it.
With seven tournament victories, Singh is closing in on
Woods' best season of nine
wins. Don't think he doesn't
know that, too.
The way Singh is playing, with
four rounds of 65 or lower in his
last five tournaments, he agrees
it would almost be impossible
to play much bener.
"I'm driving the ball the way
I want it," Singh said after a
bogey-free round that included
an eagle and six birdies. "I don't
know if I can hit it any better.
My playing is pretty good. I'm
PGA. PAGE 15

Merfs soccer looks to
break losing streak
By Cliri-. Wi:itp,
SPORTS REPORTER

hnSwamjtr BGNews
ON THE CHASE: Bowling Green's
Abiola Sandy pursures the ball
in a game against Wright State
on September 10.

Women's
soccer
faces MAC
opponent

The men's soccer team has had
a rough start to the season and
unfortunately this weekend does
not appear to be any easier. The
Falcons, who are currently 0-8,
are headed to Columbus to take
on the Buckeyes on Friday afternoon.
Under new leadership the
Falcons have been off to a slow
start both offensively and defensively. In the past five games the
Falcons have not netted a single
goal while giving up 16 and overall the Falcons have been outscored 26-3 this season.
Friday's game against the
Buckeyes marks the second Big
Ten team the Falcons have had
to face in a week. last Friday
the Falcons were defeated by the
Michigan Wolverines 4-0, the

Buckeyes are currendy 2-3-1 but
are recenUy coming off a win
against Virginia Tech on Sunday.
The Falcons and their new
coach are hoping that a win
against the Buckeyes on Friday
can spark their weekend and the
rest of the season. This weekend
will also mark the first conference
game for the Falcons this season as they are schedule to play
Marshall in Bowling Green on
Sunday afternoon. Last season
the Falcons lost to the Herd by a
score of 1-0.
Following their first conference
game, five of the Falcons next
six games are in the conference.
The stretch of conference games
for the Falcons, which begins on
Sunday, continues through the
middle of October and finishes
off with a game against Western
Michigan.

Name BGNews

DIG IN: Melissa Mohr looks on as teammate Maggie Karges digs a ball during a game against Cleveland
State on September 8. The Falcons take on Toledo today at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

Winning restores BG-UT rivalry
By Jason A Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

It is a story about rejuvenation,
not redemption and both the
Bowling Green State Falcons
and the Toledo Rockets will tell
you that their solitary focus is
not on the losing seasons they
both suffered through a year
ago.
When BG and UT bring a combined 17-4 record into tonight's
Mid-American Conference
opener at Anderson Arena, the
focus will be on showing how far
they have come and where they
intend to go.
"This is a big match for us,"
Rockets head coach Kent Miller
said. "We have been playing
really well this season and I think

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWBGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

we developed a lot of chemistry 22 and 5-11 in the MAC.
But the Rockets' unblemwith everyone coming back as
well as the addition of our fresh- ished mark had BG displaying
men, so everyone knows this is a a sense of giddiness and conbetter team than last season."
fidence immediately following
The Falcons' first-year assis- Monday's practii v.
"I think last weekend's games
tant coach Mark Hardaway
shares the same sentiments as really prepared us for this
match," redshirt freshman
his counterpart.
'This is a much better team Corrie Mills. "We're excited that
than last year," Hardaway said. Toledo is undefeated because it
"It's a young team, but I think shows that they're a good team
we're getting better with each but we're ready to give them
match and this will be good test dieir first loss."
for us opening with an undeThe Falcons (7-41 have won
six out of the last seven games
feated Toledo team."
Indeed, UT comes into the with a steady dosage of balance
two schools 54th meeting - the and depth which was the missFalcons lead the overall series 42 11 - boasting a 10-0 record after
VOLLEYBAIL PAGE 14
finishing the 2003 campaign 10-
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Will Curitore joins our specialists this week in what appears
to be the weakest weekend of tootbal thus far. Bowling Green
will be in their biggest game of the season in DeKalb and
lowas will be playing in the Big House, but other than that
the pickings are slim. But not so fast my friend, thanks to our
good ote trends from the Ivy League, we ha* outr game of
the week between juggernauts Brown and Harvard.

Bowling Gteen at
Northern Illinois score
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 1 FAVORITE

Rant

Iowa at
No. 18 Michigan score
MICHIGAN 13.5 FAVORITE
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Falcons look to
hand UT first loss
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31-14 BG

35-24 BG

42-13 BG

49-14 BG

NIU is a little too
dinged up to give BG
a game, hello MAC
title game

Falcons face tough
road test, but their
experience will
guide them to win.

This could be the
game that makes
or breaks each
team. BG wins big

Call it a new rivalry,
but NIU will never
get my vote Brown
will rock that town!

17-14 Michigan

24-21 Michigan

38-14 Michigan

14-7 Michigan

The Big House will
be a little too much
for Iowa to handle in
this defensive battle.

After two straight
losses to Iowa, the
Wolverines prevail
in the Big House.

My opinion of
Michigan has not
changed. They will
not lose again.

Black and Yellow?
Sorry guys, but
Michigan is a
power house.

score

21-20 NC State

28-13 VT

18-10 VT

23-6 VT

Rant

Flip a coin on this
game, either team
could come away
with the win.

Hokies have a
quarterback in
Randall, Pack's QB
Davis is terrible.

VT wins but not by
much. The bands
get in a fight to
keep it interesting.

Virginia Tech pulls
through, no brainer.
NC goes away with
red faces.

score

28-21 FSU

42-17 FSU

38-10 FSU

40-14 FSU

Rant

Chris Rix proves once Clemson is down
again how good he is after dissapointing
loss last week, FSU
at handing the ball
wins big.
to Leon Washington

The Seminole's
tomahak chop will
prevail with ease.

Both hurricanes
can't keep these
guys from gettin'
gold, figuratively.

Halrt

NC State at
Virginia Tech
VIRGINIA TECH 9 FAVORITE

Clemson at
No. 8 Florida State
FLORIDA STATE 18.5 FAVORITE

No. 1 USC at
Stanford score
SOUTHERN CAL 21.5 FAVORITE

Rant

Harvard at
Brown score

35-17 USC

52-10 USC

62-13 USC

21-3 USC

President Reggie
Bush catches a few
more TD's out of the
backfield.

Leinart will have
a monster game
inthisPAC-10
matchup.

USC's passing
game keeps them
rolling along at the
No. 1 ranking.

I gotta be like Mike,
Stanford, you yellow
bellies!

10-7 Brown

77-73 Harvard

Rant

Why not? It's Ivy
Quintople overtime
will decide what writ- League at it's best
ers will call the game in this thrilling
of the century.
smart school game.

NO FAVORITE

CHECK OUT:

3-2 Brown

58-30 Harvard

Low scoring will be
ail you see in this
game. It may even
go into overtime.

If they are as smart
as they say, Brown
will run away with
crimson knees.
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Come join us for a celebration of Hispanic cuisine, ■f

i ng link during last seasons 4-12
MAC record and 12-19 overall
mark, according to head coach
DeniseVanDeWalle.
Six players are averaging at
least two kills per game, lead by
senior Taylor Twite's 3.37.
"We've had some players
step up big for us and it has
really made us a stronger team,"
llardaway said. "We still have
to keep getting better, but the
team is starting to see how good
they can be."
The Rockets, who have only
lost Five games out of 35 played,
are led by senior Rachel Mohler's
3.91 kills per game which is Rfth
in die MAC.
Mohler also leads the conference with a .436 hitting percentage and is one of diree players
averaging at least three kills per
game for IJT.
She said the team remembers the two losses suffered at
the hands of BG last season.
"I went to high school with
someone that plays for l!(i,
Chrissy Gothke and the rivalry
is always Intense," she said "it's
just like the BG-IJT football
rivalry and we don't take it any we both have come."
I be game is scheduled to
lighter. I really want to beat ll( i
my senior year."
start at 7 p.in.

Falcons look to gain two wins
in conference
"We are very
focused on starting to win some
games."

WOMEN'S SOCCER. FROM PAGE 13

With a healthy s<|iiad heading
into the weekend, the lolcons
should IK' able to put dieir best
foot forward against two tough
conference teams.
"We know [Central and
Bastem] are both very good
teams," said Richards. "We nn e
always had good games against
them. Both provide us with stiff
opposition.
BaSUm Michigan has a 4-2-2
overall record and is 1-1-1 in die
MAG They are coming oil ol a 2
1 loss to Kent State last weekend.
Central Michigan is also 1-1-1 in
the conference and 3-4-1 overall. The Chippewafc saw a four
game winning streak come to an

ANDY RICHARDS. HEAD COACH
end last weekend alter falling to
Buffalo 3-0 on Sunday.

1«; is hoping to see their positivity and hard work pay off this
weekend with a pair of much
needed wins against conference
competition. Richards plans
to stick to the same game plan,
making minor adjustments

where necessary
"U'c are very focused on
starting to win some games,"

Richards said

Dwhan's
JB

1

UTs freshman Bml Holsclaw,
who was named MAC Player Of
The Week, said she knew about
the rivalry before arriving on
campus.
"I saw a IJT-BG game during
my visit last year and it was
pretty intense," she said "I'm
excited to finally play in this
game and everyone has been
very intense this week, so we
know it's a big game."
Freshman Maggie Karges
said the Falcons are excited
about the challenge.
"I think it's going to be good
starting conference play with a
big rivalry, because it's a good
measuring stick for us," she
said. "I think we'll be ready to
compete."
Llardaway may be getting his
first taste of the rivalry since
1991 and 92 when he served
as an assistant and BG all four
meetings - two each season
- but he said the intensity level
will still be there.
"I don't think much has
changed since then," I lardaway.
"Both teams will come out an
compete and try and get the
win. So it should be an exciling
game and a chance to show far

VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 13
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GET IN THE GAME
Fall Sports Sale

All your sporting needs in
one great place!

Chicken Mole
t

A flavorful blend of spices with a hint of peanut and a kick of chill,

Calabaza con Puerco
A savory dish of pork, zucchini, corn ond tomatoes.

t

Carne Gisada
A rich blend of mild Mexican spices and beel. great over rice.

Build Your Own Vegetarian Tostada Bar
Build your own tostada or nachos featuring retried beans, cheese sauce,
lettuce, fomafoes, black olives, onions, sour cream
or choose a sweet option of fruit salsa or cinnamon crisps.

Cilantro Lime Chicken Breast

\

*

A zesty, bright blend of flavors.

Beans Borracho
"Drunken Beans," an excellent accompaniment to any entree.

Imelda's Homemade Mexican Rice
A family recipe made with care.

i
BG

And Don't Forget Dessert!
Pina Colada Cake
Mexican Polvorones
Cookies
Coconut Cream Pie

Ail-You-Care To-Eat
Lunch:
$6.95
Dinner:
$7.95
reduced prices for children 12 and under

BDOC
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Singh looking to stay at No. 1
PSA, FROM PAGE 13

To those chasing him every
doing the same thing over and week, that's about as good as
it gets. Singh leads Richard S.
over again."
If he means winning, he's right. Johnson, Pat Perez, Cameron
He is going for his fifth victory Beckman, Ben Curtis and Robert
in six tournaments, including Allenby by three shots, with Kevin
the PGA Championship, and his Na three back through No. 15
third this month. He won the when play was stopped by darkDeutsche Bank Championship ness.
"I le sure looks like he is on a roll
and Canadian Open on consecutive weekends before sitting out like Tiger was a few years back."
said Billy Andrade, who shot a 3last week.
under 69. "I think if you polled all
Perfection? Almost
"Today I was pretty close," he the players and say would anysaid. "You can't really say that body get to the level that Tiger
because you know, each day is Woods was back at a couple of
different. I'm swinging the club years ago. probably everybody
would have said, 'How can you
as good as I think I can."
get better than this?'... And now

Kaith Snkocic APPtwW

FULL SWING: Vijay Singh takes a shot during the second round of the
84 Lumber Classic yesterday. Singh has the lead after two rounds.

Vijay seems to be on a nin like
that."
Singh didn't take long to get
into the red numbers on the 7,471 yard Mystic Rock course, which
underwent extensive upgrading
after it proved little challenge to a
below-average field last year. ).L
Lewis shot 22 under a year ago
to win, rallying from seven shots
down with a final-round 62; on
Thursday, he was dead last at 7over79.
Singh had three birdies and
an eagle at the turn, then outdrove playing partners Mike Weir
— coming off a Canadian Open
playoff loss to Singh — and Mark
Calcavecchia by 30 yards on the
363-yard par-4 13th. Singh's drive
landed about 10 yards short of a
bunker guarding the front of the
green, and he chipped within 8
feet before making hi»birdie putt.
He also dropped an 8-footer to
birdie No. 16 and a 12-footer to
birdie the rebuilt 18th.
If each round seems like a mirror image of each other, there's a
reason.
"1 do the same thing over and
over again with my golf swing,"
Singh said. "If I'm at home, I do
a lot of work with a mirror. I work
a lot with the mirror, swinging
clubs. I think now my swing is
into a plane where if I just keep
doing what I'm doing, it should
stay the same. The more I do, the
better it gets."
The harder it gets for everyone
else, too.
Singh didn't appear bothered
by a 90-minute, eariy morning
delay caused by a thick fog, saying, "It was good for me. 1 went
out and played really good. Thai
was probably the best I hit it for a
long, long time."
The delay left 36 of the 143
players on the course when play
was halted. They will finish their
rounds Friday morning before
the second round starts.
Among a large group at 68 were
John Daly, the unofficial tournament host who dropped out during the second round last year
with medical problems. All three
U.S. Ryder Cup team members
in die field were below par, with
Chris DiMarco and David Toms
at 2 under and Stewart Cink I
under through 16.

Mark Merrill AP Photo

UP TO BAT: Ichito Suzuki's record may launch him into the Baseball Hall of Fame.

Ten hits until Ichiro breaks record
ICHIRO, FROM PAGE 13

of Famer and member of the
3.000-hit dub. "I don't ihink he
gets too caught up in it, but I
think he understands that the
record is pretty special."
Suzuki remains a puzzle to
many pitchers even after four
seasons in the majors.
"Why has nobody been able
to figure out Bonds the last few
years?" Washburn said. "The
great ones you just don't figure
out."
Suzuki was a huge siar in
Japan before coming to the
majors. He was an immediate
hit with the Mariners, becoming the AL MVP and Rookie of
the Year in 2001.
He's an aggressive, free
swinger at the plate with an
uncanny ability to adjust to a
pitch in flight.
"His hands are in a good position, he's got great bat speed
and he keeps the bat head
In the zone for a long time,"
Molilorsaid.
Suzuki, close to winning his
second AL batting title, goes
to the plate knowing where he
wants to hit the ball. His speed
often helps, as does his skill
for angling balls through the
infield.

Sisler, a left-hander who
could hit for power, set the
record in an era when complete games were the rule and
hitters could settle in against
the same pitcher.
Nowadays, the left-handed
Suzuki might see at least three
pitchers in as many as five atbats, including setup men and
closers, and he has to hit cutlers and split-finger fastballs
that weren't used in Sisler's day.
"That adds to the accomplishment," Molitorsaid. "Guys
who can get on base and baserunning and bunting, those
things are all overlooked. As
a guy who didn't hit for a lot
of power, I have a tremendous
appreciation for what I've witnessed, the difficulty of it and
the consistency."
Only rarely does Molitor
point out flaws in Suzuki's
swing; mostly the hitting
coach provides information on
opposing pitchers and positive
reinforcement.
"Which is a little strange for
as much success as he has,"
Molitor said. "Not selfishly, but
he just likes to hear that he's
doing a hell of a job."
Suzuki's pursuit of the hits
record is big news in baseballcrazed Japan, as is anything

he does.
Suzuki, wife Yumiko and
their beloved brown-and-white
Shiba dog spend part of the
offseason in Seattle to escape
the intense scrutiny he faces
at home. He can move freely
around Seattle, going shopping, golfing or walking the
dog without a crush of fans
clamoring lor autographs and
photos.
"To him, it's a big thing thai
he can go and walk around,"
said teammate Shigeioshi
Hasegawa, who played with
Suzuki for [he Orix Blue Wave.
"In Japan, I didn't talk to him
much because he's a hero. In
the U.S., it's much easier and
the pressure is off a little bit."
If Suzuki's favorite rap
music is blaring in the clubhouse, Hasegawa said, he'll
start dancing in a rare display
of goodness. Most of the time,
his placid face makes it impossible to tell if he's doing well or
struggling.
Suzuki had 243 hits as a
rookie with the Mariners.
"The first year, I thought,
'What a year it was.'" he said.
"I never in my wildest dreams
thought I could do the same
things in the majors that I did
in Japan."

FREE Sept.
Senior
Portraits
29,30 and Oct. 1
• ^ Portraits
taken at

The Blacfc
* the Student
Tjrvion

"Free

\

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Please make an appointment at 372-8634, but walk-ins will be accepted!
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Help Wanted

Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

J^orieiio-s

hmunht to vou bv
Sublessor needed! 3 bdrm. Ig. duplex. 2 full baths, w/d. 532 Elm St.
Apt A5250/mo (7401-375-5676 or
(740)-375-4996.

Classified Ads

372-6977
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Sublease! needed. Rent $410 mo.
Close to University
Call 419-353-1618.
Subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm.
house on S. Summit, grad students
pref A/C. gas. heat, w/d, d/w. 2 car
garage, 1 1/2 baths. S850/mo. + util.
Call 352-5101 or 989-992-3308.

Teaching Artists
Project ABC. a kindergarten readiness program that uses the arts as
a
tool to develop cognitive skills in 3-5
year olds, is looking for teaching artists to work on a part-time basis
with availability throughout the
school day & on Saturdays. People
with a formalized degree in either
the performing or visual arts, as well
as a background working with young
children are encouraged to apply
Please send resumes to: Project
ABC, Monroe Street Neighborhood
Center. 3613 Monroe St., Toledo
OH 43606, or fax to 419-486-9222.
Deadline for resumes is Oct. 7.
2004

'

„..!

Campus Events
1

DANCE' DANCE! DANCE DANCE!
A new Funk Swing Dance Club
is forming with 3 main goals:
FUN, FUN. ana FUN!!
To gel involved, send a nole to:

'Calm Waters" Meditation and Yoga
group, women only. Tuesdays 9/28 11/23. 7:00 pm • 8:30 pm. St. Thomas More Parish, 419-352-7555.
Modeling Center Open House.
Modeling portfolios available
Sept. 25,12-5pm. 121 E. Court St.
(next to Mr. Spots). 419-354-3905.

Travel
"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20* Ot Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules. Bachelor1
Great Beaches. Nightlife1
Ethics Award Winning Company!
WWW S°ringBreaKTravel,com
1-800-678-6386

Travel
"SPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $459. Tax! FLORIDA $159!
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www.SoiingBieakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's H1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations 1-800-648
4849. www.slslravel.com.

Services Offered
Geminiwireless.com and Ciicket
wireles. Free phone after rebate.
Unlimited calling, no credit checks,
no contracts. Free leather case and
car charger with purchase.
Promocode 4355 in comment.
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service www.sweetyfinder.com
$4.99/mo.

.1

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAYM
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
W°rk.forsludenls,corrt
Gentleman needs computer savvy
student for one on one computer instructions. Non smoker. BG area.
Transportation provided if needed.
Hrs. flex. 353-4732.

(4) 20X8.5 chrome "limited" rims.
(4) 245/40/20 Hankook Ventus sport
low profile tires. Universal mount 4
1/2 bolt pattern Asking $1400. 419877-0435.
1990 Ford Escort. $600
Good condition, cheap on gas.
419-352-4366.
1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800. Great
condition! For more Info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.

For Rent
" Rooms avail now $230/mo
lor 2 bdrm.apts. avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr.
24/7® 316 E. Merry #3
or call 3530325 9am-9pm
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ACROSS
1 Compete in a bee
6 Resting on
10 Gershwin and Levin
14 Eagle's abode
15 Tradilional tales
16 Noble address
17 TV teaser
18 Dutch South African
19 Macbeth's dagger
20 Mary Poppins' additive
23 Upper limb
24 Abu Dhabi. Dubai et al.
25 Ravel piece
29 Web page file letters
31 One NCO
34 Turn topsy-turvy
35 Faultless
36 Roman way
37 Intense treatment
40 Tramped
41 Scruff
42 Casaba. e.g.

43
44
45
46
47
48
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26

Suckers
Felon, to a cop
Switch ending?
Ritzy wheels
Fibonacci or
Frescobaldi
Photo collection
Implement
Nabisco cookie
Scented
Subject of discussion
Circle
Type of rug or codo
Crystal-gazer
To and .
Actor Mineo
Chests
"The Medium" or
■The Bat"
"Bad. Bad _ Brown"
Novelist Bagnold
Mounds
Ash or apple
Subway gate
Type of salami
Prevailing force
H.S. jr.'s exam

For example
Fast jets: abbt
Move farther apart
Now I get it!
■_ to Joy"
Part of a panacea's claim
Saint's glow
Medical suffix
Ducks' relatives
Mesabi Range output
Declaim loudly
Bordered
Sneaky guy
A few laughs
Mrs Gorbachev
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Hiring banquet wait staff, part-time.
Nights and weekends. Apply in
person Mon. thru Fn., 9-5 thru 9/30.
1772 Indian Wood Circle.
Maumee 43537.
Now hiring weekend paintball referees for the fall season. Fun & exciting work! Positions start at $7/hr &
up. Prior sport refereemg/coaching
is helpful. Apply at R8iB Hobby &
Games/Bull Creek Paintball Co. 178
S. Main St. BG. 419-353-2176

Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

For Rent

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Telephone interviewing. NO sales!
Part-time, mostly evenings and
weekends Relaxed atmosphere,
flex, shedule In Perrysburg Up to
$7/hr. Call 419-874-5842.

Subleaser needed for 467 S Summit #57 Spring Semester Clean,
quiet, residential area Close to town
& campus. Call 419-308-3138.
Subleaser needed spring semester
117N. Main St. $300/mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm., unfurnished. $325 + all util s
Call 419-354-9740

Great location 3-5 bdrm. house. All
appliances, w/d. gas, a/c. Pets possible. Lg yard. Call 353-2382.

5 room house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822

Perrysburg. easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm., apt. 1 bath, water
incl.. laundry facil., security bldg.
S525-550 month 734-850-0121.

Staring Laura Dern, Mark
Ruffalo and Naomi Watts
Fri. Sept. 24 - Thurv Sept. 30
Nightly at:
ft 6:30 and 8:30 pm jj.
■ft Student Night!
Wednesday ts Student ID Day
All tickets just 43.7SI j*

If we're not on your radio station', you can hear us 24/7 at:

II

'Call your radio station • ask for "American Dialogue"
Help put real news on me air.
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From Only
$465!

OPEN NOW
Hillsdalc Apt.
KW2 Fairview

On selected floor plans

• 3 bdnn Twnhs
• Dishwasher
ige Disposal
• Washer UniT Hook-up

U (iKlrnii

• Patio

• Carports BGS1 Bus si.ip

• Spacious kitchen
•Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

Hcinzsitc Apt,

• Convenient on-site parking

710 N Enterprise
1

VARSIK lOUAHI

kmmttim

i Dishwashei
ige Disposal
1
washer Dryej In ~ bdrms
• CAN WALK TO « AMI'l s

t

n

2 Ixlrni* L.mnuki' int.. i bdnm)

FREE HEAT
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.

or check website
www.mea'ahij.com
for complete listing

for next year.

VARSITY LANES
$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

Any college student
Monday Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
On Mondays lite entire center is reserved lor

TMI
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9 00- ll :00 p.m.

353-7272
(papa)

JOB
PAIR

college night So no college student will be
turned away!

Friday, September 24
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Saturday. September 25
10 a.m. -4p.m

The Commodore Building
Located at the corner of Indiana and Louisiana.
In Perrysburg

'

Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S Main St.
'Bowling Green OH

»

(352-5247)
What:

Retail & Restaurant Opportunities
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Call 353-5800

When:

No coupon'
£ necessary

\
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www.americandialogue.org

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

1 Large, 1 Item

v

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

419-353-7715

American Dialogue
Asking Real Questions - Getting Real Answers

cash, checks

3

i

/tfEfcCA

NEWS

127 N. Main St. Downtown B.G.
353 1361

Before You Vote....
Find Out What Is Really Going On:

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

i

tf

rRIPATJ

entrance

"We Don't Live
Here Anymore"

.in, fin. Food Sinc« 1972

1

HAVE A

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

Cla-Zcl
Theatre

163 South Main Street'

o|o

•FJLXTASTXC

SUBLEASEII!
One Bed Room
1082 Fairview Ave »E5 $395 +
util./mo. 10/04/04. 614-599-2902.

AwliNf /rom Noon III 9 pm'
Mashrd P.MatoevHomemade Gravy
Cumbread Slumng-VcKClablcCuIci

1

u
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»c„p",ig

r

Call 353-5074.

Roast Turkey

ii

l

HJBN 0

. PISHN€LLO'S

Part-time help needed
for fall harvest at local seed farm.
Call 419-352-0068
Seeking Assistant Superintendent
for construction project in Wauseon.
OH. Competitive wages, exciting
work, willing to train. Contact Cleveland Construction Dan Dietrich 440255-8000

1

1
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STRAIGHT YEARS"
California White
We Suggest Ck, Broccoli,
203N.Moin **™**»
352-5166 \ Almonds Substitutions Allowed
$5.75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M. •

Efficiency 5200 » util.
A/C. W/D, yard, refrig.. microwave.
419-352-4366.

3

1 *1
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VOTED BEST PIZZA

2 bdrm furn. apt. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.

724 S. COLLEGE
2 BR unfurn. apts. Range, retrig.
dishwasher. Tenants pay electric.
Starts at $400 mo plus deposit.
NO PETS! CALL
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
(419)354-2260

Champagne bucket
Distasteful
Rotor blade
That ship
Star Wars letters
Make amends
Tobacco kilns
Lash lead-m
Loser to the tortoise
Plenty
Jacob s brother
Skating place
Pop or |erk preceder
Oft-quoted Berra
Change for a five
Govt. farm grp

V d«S

1

I 'J

1

Call 419-352-7990

2 or 3 bdrm. furn. apt.
Available immediately.
419-352-5239

36
38
39
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

ANSWERS

For Rent
HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $67hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough St.. Bowling
Green. OH 43402,419-354-2844

Personals
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1 bedroom apt. for rent.
$350 & utilities.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - 5125 & more per survey!
www.moneylorsurveys.com

Seeking competitive individual looking tor high income potential. Flex,
hrs. with full and part time scheduling available. For more info, contact
Mariam at Valtech Communications
800-800-7444

HOURS!
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2 families in Perrysburg are looking
for a nanny to share for care in their
home of a 3 and 11 mo. old. starting
in Nov. Early Childhood Educ.
and/or child care exp pref Send resume and 3 ref. to: LJA PO Box
1181. Perrysburg. 43552-1181.
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For Sale

IBARTENDING1 $300/day potential
No exp. necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

gflyhon.cani

City Events
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Help Wanted
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MZZCY

2 hours o( bowling
& shoes, slice of pizza "•

& pop
Price:

Only $6 00

X

pei poison
X drink specials

">

